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I. INTRODUCTION
This report will cover the work performed on contract NsG-458, between
The University of Arizona and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration_
from the period of July I_ 1965 to December 30_ 1965.
The contract was set up for the development of new types of gas detec-
tion and analysis apparatus for tenuous planetary atmospheres. A secondary aim
has been an effort to gain an improved understanding of the basic phenomena
that occur between gases and metals.
II. INFORMAL STATUS REPORT
During this period of the contract the principal inv___tigator spent
June i - September 5 as a visiting staff member at Bell Telephone Laboratories
in Murray Hill_ New Jersey. The summer was devoted to a study of the optical
properties of thin films of Ta205. This research was most interesting and
proved to be an excellent introduction to thin film technology. Chemical
detection devices based on thin films are becoming more common_ and thin films
will be important in the electronic device technology of the future. For these
reasons it was felt most important that we gain a background in this area.
During the summer_ work continued in the Field Emission and Space
Systems Laboratory (FESS). Mr. Melvin Eisenstadt finished his thesis and
received the Ph.D. in Aerospace Engineering. He is now on the faculty of
the University of California at Santa Barbara. His thesis involved the use of
a molecular beam in a study of chemisorption of H 2 versus H on hot palladium.
One paper on this work has appeared in the Review of Scientific Instruments
(November_ 1965) and another has been submitted to the Journal of Chemical
Physics.
2This study of the chemisorption of H versus H 2 was done as part of
the basic research program supported under NsG-45_. The chemical reactions of
hydrogen atoms and molecules are the simplest reactions that can be studied
in an experimental situation. The wave functions of hydrogen have been deter-
mined with great precision and an experiment of this type offers an excellent
opportunity to test various theories of metal-gas interactions.
Mr. Eisenstadt's thesis is reprinted in its entirety as an Appendix
to this report. The most interesting result was the fact the hydrogen atoms
have a lower sticking probability on palladium, than hydrogen molecules. This
seems to be due to the poor transfer of energy from the atom to the metal lat-
tice when impact occurs. This result had been to some extent predicted by
theory an6 this is discussed in detail in the Appendix.
In September 1965 Mr. Jay Abramowitz joined the group as a Ph.D.
candidate in Mechanical Engineering. His work to date has been on the surface
ionization program.
In our previous reports we have discussed the design and construction
of a large (18" x 22") U-H-V vacuum system. The construction costs were
covered primarily by NsG-458 with assistance from State funds. This system
is the largest U-H-V apparatus on the campus and has been the focus of an
interdisciplinary program.
At the moment_ staff members from the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory
are using the system to test a proton gun for radiation bombardment of simu-
lated lunar soil materials. This gun was designed and built in the FESS
laboratory under a small subcontract from the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory
(LPL). The gun will be tested and refined in the large vacuum systems and
then a separate facility will be designed so that the LPL staff can run a long
series of tests on many different materials.
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When the LPL program is finished, in the large U-H-V system, several
other experiments are planned on thin film growth by evaporation and sputter-
ing. This work is a joint venture of the FESS laboratory and the Astronomy
and the Electrical Engineering Departments of the University.
In the latter part of 1966 we hope to begin installing an improved
hydrogen molecular beam for surface physics studies under the planned program
of NsG-458.
This general University use of a NASA supported facility is a good
example of the interdisciplinary studies that have developed at The University
of Arizona. The design and construction of apparatus for other groups have
allowed the FESS laboratory to support a full time technician. This technician,
Mr. Ira Clough, has proved to be invaluable in the design and construction of
research apparatus. With his able assistance the FESS laboratory has become
a general campus facility for coordination and promotion of research by co-
operating departments. This would not have been possible without the continu-
ous support of NASA on NsG-458 and the provision of added space from an NSF
Research Facilities Grant in 1964.
During this period the major efforts_ in research on new detectors,
were concentrated on improvements to the field ionization detector for water
vapor and the surface ionization detector for hydrogen in air. In a confer-
ence with NASA staff members in September 1965 it was indicated that the plans
for the Voyager experiment on Mars had been changed and no measurements were
planned during re-entry through the Martian atmosphere. This in turn implied
that a water detection system was needed which would operate at the pressures
existing on the surface of Mars (5 millebars). A careful review was made of
other possible methods for measurement of Martian water vapor and it was
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decided to try to adapt the field ionization system for high (Smb) pressure
operations. The review and a discussion of the new parameters of the detector
are given in a later section. Here we shall only note that it may be possible
to operate the field ionization brush in the corona discharge mode at pressures
up to one atmosphere with adequate sensitivity to water vapor.
In our earlier reports mention was made of the fact that the field
ionization system_ if operated at higher voltages, could serve as an ion source
for a mass spectrometer. The work of several investigators was cited in this
connection_ particularly H. D. Beckey I. A field ionization system designed by
Dr. Beckey is now commercially available from the ATLAS GMB of Bremen_ Germany.
On November 9 a discussion was held with Dr. Charles Giffen of the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Dr. Giffen indicated that a great need existed for
a field ionization source to be used with a mass spectrometer for the Voyager
program. A field ionization source has many advantages; for example, the
fragile and power consuming filament is entirely absent. The break-up of com-
plex molecules_ that is always observed with electron bombardment ionizationj
is almost entirely eliminated with field ionization. Furthermore, if the
field ionization system is operated at lower voltages it becomes a specific
2
detector for water vapor
In the past a major limitation on field ion sources has been the low
ion currents available with the single point field ionizers. For the past
year the FESS laboratory has been studying the operating characteristics of
multiple point field ionization sources as part of the water vapor detection
program. In our talks with Dr. Giffen it appeared that a source of this type
might provide large enough ion currents for the Voyager system.
In order to develop this idea plans have been made for JPL to assist
the work of the FESS laboratory with the purchase of a mass spectrometer of
5the type used at JPL. The FESSlaboratory will develop a field ionization
source for this instrument.
We feel that this type of activity has manyadvantages. In the FESS
laboratory we have often felt that we were not aware of NASAproblems and
needs for new types of detectors. It was also apparent that no direct relation
existed whereby new detectors developed by the FESSlaboratory could be used
by NASAfield facilities.
This new relation with JPL will bring us muchcloser to an actual
operational facility and allow us to keep up with NASA's problems in the areas
of detection of gases. The development of new detectors under NsG-458will
continue; our relation with JPL will provide added support for certain very
expensive laboratory apparatus. Wefeel most strongly that this relation with
JPL will strengthen our work under NsG-458as well as providing an important
link between NASA,JPL and the University.
The other major area of work under NsG-458has been a continuation
of studies of the surface ionization of hydrogen on hot palladium. As we
mentioned in our earlier reports this reaction takes place in air or nitrogen
at one atmosphere and has the potential of being an important safety device
for hydrogen fueled rocket facilities. The need for a detector of this type
has becomemore apparent recently because of reports of serious accidents
with liquid hydrogen systems.
In our last report we indicated that a surface ionization system
could be used as a detector for hydrogen in air. The experimental system
and some typical results with directly heated palladium filaments were shown
in our last report. This work was used by Major C. W. Carlson (U. S. Army)
as part of his M.S. thesis in Mechanical Engineering at The University of
Arizona.
6Since our last report we have improved the filament design and
provided for a better control of the filament temperature. This has resulted
in improved operation with less scatter in the experimental data. However_
directly heated filaments are always somewhatfragile and to adapt the detector
for field operation we have been developing an indirectly heated ionizer. This
new system is being tested and the results appear quite encouraging.
Surface ionization is interesting in its ownright especially since
in the case of hydrogen on palladium the Saha equation predicts that such
ionization is very unlikely. We are building a diffusion system to measure
the _ ratio of the positive ions produced by hot palladium. This will allowm
us to determine whether the ions are H2+ or H+ and maygive someclue as to
the mechanismwhich produces them.
Surface ionization mayalso be effective for detection of other gases.
Tests in the FESSlaboratory indicate that COmaybe detected at CO/air ratios
as low as i_. Ammoniamaybe detected in air at NH3/air ratios of parts per
million. If it appears that detection of either of these two gases is of
interest to NASAmore effort will be expendedin this area.
The area of surface effects in air at one atmosphere leads naturally
to the effects of gases on semiconductors. Discussions at Bell Telephone
Laboratories during the summerindicated that it maybe possible to detect
water vapor at very low partial pressures by the effect of water vapor on
the characteristics of silicon pn junctions.
Problems of this type of great interest to electronic engineers con-
cerned with semiconductor passivation and arrangements have been madewith
the Electrical Engineering Department for a joint study program. This effort
will be a small scale one_ initially. If the results are favorable the work
will be expanded.
7This concludes the informal part of the report. In the next sec-
tions, detailed and more formal reports will be given of our work in various
areas.
III. THEDETECTIONOFWATERVAPORIN GASES(EXISTINGTECHNIQUES)
The detection of water vapor in gases is a very old problem in
engineering. A great deal of effort has been expended in this area and a
numberof devices are available for measurementof w_ter vapor under various
conditions. However, no one detector has all the proper characteristics
needed for space applications.
The most general reference on the entire topic is the set of four
volumes edited by Wexler3. Volume i of Ref. 3 covers most of the methods in
use for detection of water vapor but since it is a collection of papers by a
variety of authors it is not too easy to use a general reference, or as an
introduction to the subject.
The various methods used for detection of moisture maybe considered
under a series of subsections, most of these descriptions are taken from
Ref. 3.
I. DewPoint Devices
This is the oldest and most reliable method at relative humidities
(R.H.) of I_ or more. A variety of methods may be used for condensing the
water vapor and detecting the condensate. For very low R.H. < 0.I_ the de-
tector acts as a pump since it removes water vapor from the system. Detection
of the condensate for R.H. below 0.01_ becomes time consuming and difficult.
Devices of this type are probably not adapted for space applications such as
the exploration of Mars.
82. Optical Absorption Techniques
Devices and methods of this type normally make use of the large ab-
sorption of water vapor in the visible or near infrared regions of the spec-
trum. Sensitivities of as high as I part per million are reported, Ref. 33
p. 428, but calibration may be difficult and other gases, i.e. 002 may inter-
fere. Optical detectors may be useful in space applications where their com-
plexity does not introduce excessive difficulty.
3. Surface Reaction Techniques
Since the words adsorption, absorption, absorbent, etc. are often
used interchangeably it seems worthwhile to introduce the standard definitions
at this point. The definitions are those usually given in Chemical Handbooks.
a) Adsorption, the adherence, in a thin layer, of a gas or liquid
to a solid surface.
b) Absorption, penetration of a liquid or gas into the interior
of a solid.
c) Chemisorption, a strong chemical reaction between a liquid or
gas and a solid. Usually the liquid or gas is strongly bonded to the
surface by this reaction.
d) Adsorbent, a solid which reacts with a liquid or gas by the
methods of a) or c) above.
e) Adsorbate, that material, gas or liquid, which is bonded to
the surface by the methods of a) or c) above.
f) Absorbent, a material which allows a liquid or gas to enter
into its interior_method b) above, i.e. a sponge.
g) Absorbate, a gas or liquid which enters an absorbent.
9Most surface reaction systems depend upon the absorption of ambient
water vapor by an organic or inorganic material. This in turn changes some
measurable property of the material. This change is related to the ambient
water vapor pressure in a more or less empirical or analytical way, generally
the former. All processes of absorption involve the passage of water vapor
into minute passages in the absorbent. Condensation may or may not occur and
the response of the instrument may be more or less dependent upon the time
needed for water vapor to diffuse in or out of the absorbent.
Absorption devices act as pumps and may seriously deplete the water
vapor from a small sample. The effect of absorbed water may be detected in
many different ways some of which are listed below.
a) Chanse of Length
This is the method used in the familiar "hair hygrometer".
b) Change in Mass
A detector of this type is sometimes used, the almost infini-
tesimal change in mass being detected as a change in the natural
frequency of a quartz crystal oscillator 3. If problems of response
time and apparatus complexity can be overcome_ a detector of this
type may have a space application (see Ref. 3, Vol. i, p. 578).
c) Change of Capacitance
Water vapor molecules are highly polar and absorption of water
vapor will change both the AC and DC capacitance of the absorbent.
There are problems with interference by other polar molecules and with
long term changes in calibration when exposed to vacuum in space_ but
detectors of this type have a great potential for planetary investiga-
tions, Ref. 3, Vol. I_ p. 372.
t •
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d) Change of Resistance
Devices of this type depend upon the formation of a surface layer
of adsorbed water which is detected as an effective surface leakage
usually with low voltage AC currents. These devices may have great po-
tential and systems of this type are under study by a number of organi-
zations. As in c) above_ other polar molecules may give false readings.
The advantages and problems of such systems are discussed in great
detail by several investigators in Ref. 3_ Vol. i.
e) Electrol_tic Sensors
The P205 detector is typical of this type of detector. The water
is adsorbed by the P205 and electrolyzed by an applied voltage. Several
commercial versions of this device are available but since P205 has a
rather high vapor pressure (_ 10 -5 torr at 300°K) it is not suitable for
long time exposure to vacuum in space. There may also be problems of
interpretation if the water vapor is mixed with a gas of unknown com-
position as may be the case on a planet.
This completes our review of the various types of detectors commercial-
ly available. In the next two sections we would like to consider two new methods
for detection of water vapor. These methods offer certain potential advantages
and we feel that they are worth investigating for this reason.
IV. NEW DETECTORS FOR WATER VAPOR IN GASES
i. Chemlsorption of Water Vapor on Semiconductors
In Ref. 4 Allen and Buck reported on experiments involving the
chemisorption of water vapor on semiconductors. This is an attractive tech-
nique because of its enormous potential for sensitivity at parts per million
levels without the need for complex electrical apparatus. Buck and Allen
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consider first a p type (hole conducting) material. If such a material is
exposed to an acceptor gas, i.e. O2_ the change in resistance will be quite
small since the material is already strongly p type. On the other hand_ ex-
posure to a donor gas, i.e. H20_ will result in the surface becoming n type.
This n type surface acts as a low resistance in parallel with the interior p
type material and the effective change in resistance is quite large. Since
silicon will withstand considerable heating_the effect can be reversed and_
therefore_ used as a detector for donor type gases. The potential sensitivity
of such a detector is very high; Buck et al. indicate that as few as 106 atoms
might be detectable. This is at least a factor of 104 better than comparable
systems such as those discussed in Section III.
A more sophisticated system would makeuse of a pn junction diode.
Buck et al. consider a reverse biased junction diode. The p region is a high
resistivity material and the n region is a low resistivity material. Cheml-
sorption of a donor material on the pn junction area can result in surface
breakdown and this effect may be used as a detector for donor gases.
Buck et al. report someexperiments on this effect with various
gases. Water vapor, acetone_ ammoniaand amine vapors are donors; nitrogen_
argon_ helium and other inert gases are neutral; oxygen_ ozone and the halo-
gens are acceptors. The predicted sensitivity to as little as 106 atoms of
gas was essentially confirmed.
The importance of this work lies in the fact that the commonatmos-
pheric gases 02_ N2_ A are either acceptors or neutral. Therefore_ it should
be possible to construct a detector for water vapor in air by using a pn
junction diode.
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Since this area is of importance to the electrical engineers con-
cerned with semiconductors Mr. V. Wells of The University of Arizona Electrical
Engineering Department has modified several Commercial junction diodes for
test purposes. These diodes are being tested as part of our water vapor de-
tection program. The results will be reported in a future report.
Since this mutual area of interest exists between the AMEand EE
Departments we have madeplans for certain interdisciplinary activities. The
EEDepartment is developing a thin film circuits laboratory and part of this
work will makeuse of apparatus_ skills and techniques developed under NsG-458.
Wefeel that this is a good exampleof the useful technological
fallout from the Space Program.
2. The Corona Discharge
In our earlier reports we discussed the field ionization of water
and reported on our own results_ and those of Schmidt 2 which indicated that
this method could be used as a specific detector for water vapor. However_
operation at field ionization voltages (10-15 KV) is only possible if the
total pressure is 5 10-2 torr or less. Above this pressure total gas
breakdown and arc formation occurs.
In attempting to make use of the multipoint field ionization source
at pressures above 5 10 -2 torr it was noted that operation in the corona
mode was possible.
Corona discharges have been known for many years and the pertinent
work has been reviewed in a recent book by Loeb 5. It is most important to
note that corona discharge is not the phenomena used in the usual cold cathode
pressure gauge. In a cold cathode gauge the two electrodes are effectively
quite close to one another and ions are generated in the gas phase by electrons
which are confined by a magnetic field.
q •
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In a corona discharge the primary electrode is a sharp metal point
or points and the secondary electrode is at effectively an infinite distance
away so that discharge takes place to the surrounding gas. (A good example
of this type of discharge is the familiar Tesla coil used for finding leaks
in glass apparatus.)
Corona discharges are characterized by the local breakdown of a gas
near a sharp point held at a positive potential. This sharp point produces
a high local field gradient which in turn is able to accelerate ions and elec-
trons. These charged particles can ionize other neutral species by collision
or can generate photons by striking the anode. These photons can ionize
neutral species in the gas phase.
These two effects combine to produce enough negatively charged
particles (electrons and ions) to maintain a steady corona discharge. The
discharge is limited to the area near the point because it is only in that
region that the field gradient is high enough to initiate and maintain a dis-
charge.
It is clear that a field ionization system consisting of a multi-
point brush will be most advantageous for starting a corona discharge. This
is natural when we recall that both field ionization and corona discharge
require high local field gradients. This in turn indicates that a multi-point
brush might be used as a detector for water vapor in the "field-lon-mode" at
total pressures of 5 10 -2 torr or less and in the "corona-mode" above 5 10 -2
torr. No change in geometry would be needed; simply a reduction in applied
voltage as the shift from one mode to another takes place.
It has been known for many years that corona discharges are quite
sensitive to the presence of water vapor. Many authors have referred in a
14
qualitative way to this and in Arizona it is often noted that in winter when
the relative humidity is low (4_) the breakdown voltage for open conductors
is about 30 KV while in summer (R.H. _ 60_) the breakdown voltage is about
12 to 15 KV.
This great sensitivity to water vapor is quite understandable if we
recall that water vapor has a high normal dipole moment while all the normal
atmospheric gases_ i.e. 02_ N2_ H2_ CO2, and A have zero dipole moments. This
in turn indicates that water vapor will be drawn to the positively charged
point and easily ionized by the combination of a high local field gradient and
electron impact.
This method of detection of water vapor_ by means of its large dipole
moment_ is very similar to the field ionization of water that occurs at higher
voltages and lower (< 5 10 -2 torr) pressures. The major difference is that
in the "corona mode" ionization occurs in the gas phase and we measure the dis-
charge current through the discharging brush. Whereas in the "field ionization
mode" ionization occurs on the surface of the brush and the ion current is col-
lected on an ion collector at some distance from the ionization source.
In order to investigate the utility of a corona discharge for detec-
tion of water vapor a vacuum system has been modified to provide a controlled
environment. A thermostatted source of water vapor has been designed to pro-
duce air of known relative humidity at various total pressures. A 0-3 KV
stable power supply has been provided to drive the corona discharge. A com-
mercial humidity detector_ which operates on the change in resistance of an
absorbent as the ambient water vapor pressure changes_ has been ordered and
will be installed by January I_ 1966.
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This system will permit us to test the corona water vapor detector
and the semiconductor detector (Sect. IV) as well. It is important to indicate
that considerable care is needed in operation of humidity chambers for calibra-
tion of humidity detectors. We have noticed that if the chamber is operated
at a high relative humidity, i.e. 75_, simply letting in drier air_ i.e. 25_
R.H.jdoes not immediately lower the actual relative humidity to 25_. If the
walls of the chamber are at room temperature, an hour may be needed for the
system to equilibriate. At 200°F this time is shortened to some 20 minutes.
AI203 insulators which are very effective under normal conditions become
almost useless after exposure to air at 75_ R.H.
Several authors, Ref. 2, 3, have mentioned time lags in the response
of instruments operating with water vapor. We feel that this may be partially
due to a failure to allow for equilibrium between the vapor and the test sys-
tem itself.
A corona discharge detector has an advantage over absorption systems
in that it does not pump water vapor or deplete it from the system. The water
molecules are ionized and the ions are discharged into the gas where they are
neutralized by collision with other gas particles.
There appears to be a disadvantage to the "corona mode" in that the
ions cannot be collected as in the "field ion mode". Therefore_ the actual
discharge current itself must be monitored. This involves the measurement of
microamp currents at high, i.e. KV voltages. This presents certain difficulties
in both the laboratory and field operations, but similar problems have been
encountered and solved with the usual cold cathode gauge systems.
Another disadvantage of the corona discharge is its strong dependence
on the total pressure. However, if a separate measurement of the total pressure
t •
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is available the corona current can be used as a measure of the partial pressure
of water vapor.
We feel that the corona detector deserves investigation in spite of
its obvious problems. The main reason for this feeling is the fact that a
system equipped with a field ionization mass spectrometer source can be adapted
for operation as a corona detector by simply changing the voltage applied to
the ionizer.
For example a planetary landing capsule_ equipped with a field ion
mass spectrometer_ could operate as a corona detector for water vapor without
any appreciable added weight.
V. A SURFACE IONIZATION DETECTOR FOR HYDROGEN IN AIR AT ONE ATMOSPHERE
In our last six month report we mentioned the possibility that a sur-
face ionization detector might be suitable for a hydrogen-in-air safety device.
A few experiments were performed and a typical response curve was shown. A
great deal of work has been done since that time and we will review the entire
problem in a general way.
Conventional hydrogen detectors operate by burning the hydrogen to
water and either measuring the amount of water produced or the heat output of
the reaction. Detectors of this type are quite limited in their response to
low hydrogen concentrations and_ of course_ oxygen is necessary for combustion.
This precludes operation in a vacuum or inert_ i.e. nitrogen_ environment.
Recently a most ingenious detector has been reported by Parametrics
Inc. of Waltham_ Massachusetts 6. This device makes use of a special metal-
oxide alloy which contains a radioactive gas. In the presence of hydrogen the
metal-oxide is reduced and the gas is released. The decay in the radio activity
of the source is used as a measure of the ambient hydrogen pressure.
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This detector is quite effective and the surface ionization detec-
tor studied in the FESSlaboratory is not thought of as being competitive with
the Parametrics radioactive detector but rather as filling a different need.
For example_ the radioactive decay device cannot be tested without at least
partially destroying its capability as a detector. Furthermore_ the radio-
active elements decay in activity with time_ because of residual hydrogen in
the atmosphere and the normal half life of K 85 (10.6 years). Because of
this loss in sensitivity_ Ref. 6 indicates that if the ambient hydrogen con-
contration is 2 parts per million_ the K 85 detector would require replacement
after about 35 days of continuous operation. (In Ref. 6 the authors indicate
that the usual range of H2 concentration in their laboratory is I - 20 ppm.)
In comparison_ the surface ionization detector mentioned earlier
can be cycled from storage to operating condition (for testing) innumerable
times without damageto the sensitive element. The storage life on the ioni-
zation detector would probably be set by the storage lifetime of the associated
electronics since the system itself is entirely of metal and ceramic construc-
tion.
For these reasons we feel that the surface ionization detector has
a definite place as a special safety device. A typical use might be as a
detector that could be stored in a space vehicle on a launching area and acti-
vated if hydrogen leakage were suspected.
In this period of the programwe have improved on the results reported
earlier. The experimental system and a typical early calibration curve are
repeated from our last report in Figs. I_ 2. Several things should be noted
here; first_ the vertical bars represent the maximumscatter over several runs.
Second_ the scatter is primarily dependent upon the use of directly heated
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palladium coils for ionizing the hydrogen. The operating temperature of
850°C was quite difficult to measurewith an optical pyrometer and the fra-
gility of the filament precluded the use of thermocouples.
In Fig. 2 we have added somenewresults obtained by Mr. Abramowitz.
The slight nonlinearity evident in the curve from the Fourth Annual Report has
been greatly reduced. These results were obtained by more careful control of
flow conditions and filament temperature and appear to be quite encouraging.
There seemsto be no question that this method can be used as a detector for
hydrogen. However, the Pd coils are fragile and it is difficult to maintain
them at a constant temperature as slight variations in gas flow occur.
In our new system the palladium will be in sheet form heated indirect-
ly by a cartridge heater_. The palladium sheet temperature will be monitored
by a Pt - Pt / Rh thermocouple. This system will be more reliable and more
resistant to shock and vibration.
VI. MEASUREMENT OF THE ION SPECIES EMITTED FROM HOT PALLADIUM
Emission of positive and negative ions from heated metals has been
reported for many years. Richardson 7 indicates that the ions emitted by hot
palladium are generally those of sodium and potassium. However, this ion
current decays after continued heating and a residual current is measured which
is related to the ambient conditions near the heated palladium. Other inves-
tigators have reported this effect to be greatest when hydrogen was the ambient
gas and this has resulted in a long controversy (Ref. 7, 8, 9) over whether
or not hydrogen ions are generated by hot palladium. (It is, of course, this
hydrogen ion current which is detected by the system we have been discussing
above. )
_The Watlow Company of St. Louis, Missouri has been most helpful in this
program.
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This entire question is naturally a rather important one, and some
of the pertinent factors have been discussed in a recent book by KaminskyI0.
For effective surface ionization the work function of the ionizing surface
must be larger or at least equal to the ionization potential of the ambient
gas molecules. For example the work function of palladium is about 5 ev_ the
ionization potential of potassium is 4.32 ev. E::perimentally_ hot palladium
is found to be an excellent ionizer for potassium atoms.
In the case of Pd/H2 the situation is reversed_ the ionization
potential of hydrogen is 15.6 ev. and onewould not expect hydrogen to be
directly ionized by palladium. It is precisely this difficulty which has
led certain investigators to question the existence of hydrogen ions from hot
palladium.
To estimate numerical values for the expected ionization of H2 on
hot Pd we makeuse of the Saha equation from Ref. i0_
g+ (_ - I) I
_e=o = go exp kT J "
Here the subscript e = 0 indicates that no applied electric field
is present, the symbol _ represents the ratio of the positive ions emitted
per second to the total number of neutral atoms or molecules emitted per
second, g+ , go are the statistical weights of the ionized and neutral
species, _ and I are the work function of the surface and the ionization
potential of the reacting gas respectively.
For the hydrogen-palladium system _ = 5 ev, I = 15.6 ev and the
applied field is too small to introduce any error into the assumption that
e = 0. Choosing T = l150°K permits a calculation of _ if g+/go is known.
We shall assume that if the neutral species are molecules_ then the ions
_..a.._
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are molecular ions and vice versa. Then g+/go _ 1/2 and we may solve for
(the actual choice of g+ will not effect our final result). Under these
go
conditions we find
C_ .-- 10 -50
This indicates that the probability of positive ion emission is vanishingly
small. It is precisely this result which led certain investigators_ i.e.
Ref. 9 to predict that no hydrogen ions could be generated by hot palladium.
In the next section we will derive an experimental value of _ from
our data and indicate that it has a value of about
f_ _ 2 I0 -I0
We feel that the discrepancy between these two values may be explicable in
terms of the knowledge that hydrogen is very soluble in palladium and solution
occurs in the form of ions (H+). (See Mr. Eisenstadt's thesis in the appendix_
p. 32j for a discussion of this point.)
We suggest that as the ambient H 2 pressure increases near the fila-
ment the concentration of H + ions inside the metal lattice increases propor-
tionately. The excape of some fraction of these ions from the lattice pro-
duces the measured current. To date we have no proof of this mechanism; it
is hoped that proof will emerge from the diffusion experiment discussed
elsewhere in this report.
To estimate the flux of H 2 molecules to and from the surface we
make the following assumptions
I. the gross motion of the ga s may be neglected by comparison
with the high mean velocity of the H 2 molecules.
2. the flux of H 2 molecules to the surface is controlled by
kinetic rather than flow considerations. This in turn implies that
21
no viscous or concentration boundary layer exists near the hot
filament.
The total pressure is 760 torrjthe average gas temperature near the filament
is somewhere between the filament temperature of 850°C and room temperature
23°C. The gas consists of a mixture of H2 and N 2 in therm_l equilibrium.
The number density of H2 molecules is I_ of the density of N 2 molecules.
The flux of H2 molecules to the surface is given by the usual
kinetic relation
i i
NH2 - 4 MH 2 _H2 (cm2 sec )
Assuming an _verage temperature for the gas we can obtain a mean velocity
-- = 1.7 • 105 c__m_m
VH 2 sec
_e number density MH2 is i_ of the nitrogen molecule number density and
therefore
MH2 = 3 • 1017 i
Assuming that the Pd filament is a wire 3 cm in length and 2.54 • 10 -2 cm
in diameter we obtain the total surface area and then the actual flux of H 2
molecules to the wire surface j
NH2A = 2.8 1021 sec -I •
If each molecule were singly ionized and the ions collecte_ the current would
be about 45 amps. Since the actual currents under the above conditions are
about 10 -8 amps the ionization efficiency (the factor _ from our earlier
qcalculation usinB the Saha equation) must be about
: 2 I0 -I0 .
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Earlier we calculated a value of
= 10-50
from the Saha equation. This difference of a factor of 1040 is one of the
largest discrepancies between theory and experiment that the authors have
ever observed.
For this reason we feel that another mechanism is at work and
suggest the solution of hydrogen in palladium with the evaporation of ions
from the metal.
Our belief in the existence of an ion current from Pd in H 2 is
based upon our experiments. These experiments repeated dozens of times by
three different investigators_ indicate that positive ions are definitely
emitted by hot palladium in a hydrogen ambient. The nature of these ions is
unknown; they may be H2 +, H+ or a Pd/H ion. To settle this question we are
e
building a system to measure the _ ratio of the ions by diffusion techniques.
In the absence of a m_ss spectrometer the diffusion system discussed by Loeb II
e
seems most effective. The _ ratio of hydrogen ions is so different from
that of sodium or potassium that we should have no difficulty in separating
ions by their _ ratio.
m
A drawing of the system itself is shown in Fig. 3. A nitrogen-hydrogen
Bas mixture moves through a rectangular duct. Ions are generated by a hot fila-
ment and are carried along by the gas while diffusing in the applied electric
e
field. The different ions may be separated in _ ratio because of their
23
different _ates of diffusion. The methodis quite sensitive but it gives
e
only the numberof ions of each _ value relative to one another. However,
particular _ values can be established because a new Pd wire always emits
m
great numbers of Na + and K+ ions when heated. The problem is analogous to
calibrating a mass spectrometer. The results of this study will be given
in our next report.
I°
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ABSTRACT
The thermionic emission current from a palladium filament at
1,000°C was measured while the filament was exposed first to a molecu-
lar hydrogen beam and then to a beam of atomic hydrogen.
The beam source was a tungsten-26_ rhenium tube. The molecular
beam effused from the source at room temperature; the atomic beam was
obtained by heating the beam source to 2,400°K, thereby thermally dis-
sociating the molecular hydrogen. The experiments were performed in an
ultra-high vacuum system_ with background pressures in the 10 -9 torr
range.
The results indicate that the thermionic emission increases as
the beam intensity increases, for both H and H2. This indicates that
hydrogen chemisorbed on palladium at 1,000°C forms a dipole layer with
the positive side away from the surface_ thus decreasing the work func-
tion. The decrease in work function was greater during molecular beam
operation than during operation of the atomic beam, indicating that H 2
chemisorbed more readily than H. This is attributed to a difference in
the sticking coefficients of H and H2 on palladium.
The sticking coefficient of atomic hydrogen was found to be lower
than that of molecular hydrogen by a factor of about 1/2. This differ-
ence is attributed to the mechanism by which energy is exchanged between
the gas and the metal lattice during a collision. Most of the slow mov-
ing molecules (300°K) transfer enough kinetic energy to the palladium
xi
lattice during a collision so that they can be adsorbed. The more
energetic atoms (2_400°K) are not so successful in this energy trans-
fer, consequently a considerable fraction of them will strike the
surface and rebound back to the gaseousstate.
Whengaseous molecular or atomic hydrogen chemisorbs on palla-
dium_ the chemisorbed species is atomic hydrogen for both cases. Thus_
molecular hydrogen must dissociate before chemisorbing. A question
then arises as to whether or not this dissociation is the rate deter-
mining step for the chemisorption of H2 on palladium. It was found
that dissociation is not rate determining.
xii
Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
I.i History
The chemlsorption of gases on surfaces is a well-known phenom-
enon and is responsible for many significant surface effects. These
effects are important in such diverse fields as corrosion and catalysis.
The early period of chemlsorption research activity can be con-
sidered as extending from about 1915 to the middle 1920's. The first
systematic study of the chemisorption of gases on metals was initiated
by Langmuir (I) who investigated the interaction between hot tungsten
filaments and various gases at low pressures. Interest in chemisorption
grew quickly, and Langmuir was followed by Roberts and other workers. As
the number of workers grew, so did the number of theories which attempted
to explain experimental data. These theories stressed such properties
as crystal structure, electronic configuration of the solid and gas, or
the previous history of the metal, such as heating or cold working. The
problem was further complicated by the fact that many of the data were
contradictory and were often not reproducible.
During the one or two decades prior to World War II, much evi-
dence was given in favor of the crystal structure being the most dominant
factor in chemisorption. The group which postulated electronic configu-
ration was active, but data presented by Beeck and others (2) indicated
that the chemisorption process could be explained in terms of crystal
1
2structure. This explanation was supported by theoretical analyses, such
as that of Sherman and Eyring (3).
The postwar period saw a renaissance of the electronic configu-
ration theory. The work of Schwab, Dowden, and others left little doubt
that chemisorption could be explained qualitatively in terms of the elec-
tron configuration of the adsorbent and adsorbate (4'5) . However, the
previous results which showed the definite effects of crystal structure
were still valid, since the structure of the surface determined the loca-
tions of the chemlsorptlon bonds. The bonding forces themselves were at-
tributed to electronic interaction.
The most recent general review of chemlsorption is that of Hay-
ward and Trapnell (6) and it seems clear from their discussion that chemi-
2
sorption processes can be understoo_ at least qualitatively, in terms of
the present electronic configuration theory.
1.2 Recent Developments
Techniques and equipment for scientific research have developed
at an extraordinary rate in the past one or two decades. Chemisorption
workers have taken full advantage of these developments. The spectrum
of techniques includes such things as infra-red studies for determining
chemisorption bond strengths and magnetic studies to find the effect of
chemisorption on the paramagnetic susceptibilities of adsorbents.
The recent progress of ultra-high vacuum technology has had great
significance for chemisorption researchers. In the previous sectlon_
the problem of contradictory data appearing in the literature was mention-
ed. This was partially resolved when Langmuir (7) showed that certain
3surface reactions depended upon surface contamination by extraneous
materials. The necessity of using clean systems and non-contaminated
surfaces is now generally recognized, and comprises one of the major
difficulties for present workers in the field.
It is now possible to generate clean surfaces in vacuum by means
of evaporated film techniques (8) or to clean surfaces by means of ion or
electron bombardment (9) . While these techniques are very useful, they in-
troduce other uncertainties into the problem. The surface condition of
a thin film depends upon the annealing procedure used. These films are
usually porous when first formed_ and it is difficult to generate two
almost identical films unless sintering is very carefully controlled.
Bombardment of a surface by ions or electrons can result in sur-
face roughening, with the degree of roughness depending upon the energy
of the ions or electrons used (9) . If surfaces are annealed after bom-
bardment_ there is still some question about the final condition of the
surface.
Once a clean surface has been obtalned_ it must be kept free
from contamination during the course of an experiment, lTsing the kinetic
theory of gases, it can be shown that a surface can accumulate a monolayer
of contaminants in a matter of seconds at a pressure of 10 -6 torr (I0).
This suggests that much of the information given in the literature was
obtained on surfaces containing an unknown amount of unknown contaminants,
and such data may or may not be typical of the gas-metal system investi-
gated. Even results derived from work performed under good vacuum con-
ditions must be carefully scrutinized.
4Pressures in the neighborhood of 10-9 torr will yield reason-
able working times with little contamination(10); experiments made under
these conditions are usually repeatable and correlate well with other
data taken under these conditions. Modern equipment and techniques can
produce vacuum conditions in this range.
At present, there is a need for reliable chemisorption data ob-
tained under clean experimental conditions. Such data should prove to
be a great aid in formulating a comprehensive theory of chemisorption.
1.3 Purpose of the Present Experiment
It is generally accepted that any metal which catalyzes the hy-
drogen-deuterium exchange reaction will chemisorb hydrogen as atoms
rather than molecules (6) . The group of metals which catalyze this
reaction includes most of the transition metals in Group VIII of the
periodic table, and several of the other transition metals as well (II).
The atomic mode of adsorption indicates that the H2 dissociates during
the chemisorption process.
Consider two chemisorption processes. In the first, a surface
of one of the above mentioned metals is exposed to molecular hydrogen,
resulting in chemisorbed atoms on the metal surface. In the second, the
surface is exposed to atomic hydrogen, again resulting in chemisorbed
atoms. Although the chemisorbed species is the same in both cases, the
adsorption processes are different. The first case includes a dissocia-
tion; the second does not. The sticking coefficients may also be differ-
ent for the two cases (the sticking coefficient is defined as the ratio
5of the numberof particles which are adsorbed to the numberof particles
which strike the surface, i.e., it is the probability that an impinging
particle will adsorb).
This discussion raises two interesting questions concerning
differences between chemisorption of atomic and molecular hydrogen.
These are:
i. Is the dissociation of molecular hydrogen the rate deter-
mining step in the chemisorption of H27
2. Is there a significant difference between the sticking
coefficients of atomic and molecular hydrogen on these metals?
The present experiment is designed to answer these questions for
the specific case of the hydrogen-palladlum system. This will be done
by comparing the chemisorption of molecular and atomic hydrogen on
palladium. The details of the chemical mechanisms involved are discus-
sed in Chapter 3.
1.4 Experimental Techniques
In order to investigate this problem_ it is necessary to expose
a palladium surface to both a molecular and an atomic hydrogen environ-
ment. Consideration of the various methods of generating these environ-
ments leads to the selection of a molecular beam system.
It is known that a hot tungsten filament will dissociate a frac-
tion of the H 2 that comes into contact with it (12) This reaction can
be used to provide a source of atomic hydrogen. The atoms resulting from
the dissociation reaction can recombine on the system walls and desorb
as molecules. The resulting environment would thus be a mixture of
Qatomic and molecular hydrogen_ and it is difficult to define this
environment accurately.
An electric discharge could also be used to produce atomic
hydrogen (13), which could then be introduced into the vacuum system
to strike the palladium surface. Since an electric discharge is very
energetic_ there would be a strong possibility of forming species such
as H+_ H2+, or excited H 2 states. Again_ the environment would not be
well defined.
A molecular beam consists essentially of two chambers separated
by an orifice_ through which a beam of molecules (or atoms) effuses.
The pressure in the source chamber is such that free molecular flow
exists. Therefore, a wire placed in the path of the effusing molecules
will intercept a known fraction of the beam. If an atomic beam is de-
sired_ it is necessary merely to heat the source and thermal dissociation
will occur. For hydrogen_ temperatures in the neighborhood of 2400°K
are required. These temperatures can be obtained by using a tungsten
tube for the beam source and electrically heating the tube. The beam
system described above will provide a well-defined source of either a-
tomic or molecular hydrogen and will permit a valid comparison of the
data taken in both environments (13) .
In the present experiments_ the change in thermionic emission
current from a hot palladium filament was used as a measure of the
amount of hydrogen chemisorbed. Filament temperatures in the neighbor-
hood of l_000°C were utilized. This technique permits acquisition of
data in the high temperature rangej which is not otherwise available
7for the hydrogen-palladium system. In addition_ the components required
for this technique are compatible with a molecular beamsystem.
1.5 Selection of Palladium
There were several reasons for the selection of palladium as the
metal for the present experiments. Palladium is known to chemisorb hy-
drogen strongly (6) _ and to catalyze hydrogenation reactions (14) . These
properties are not unique to palladium; they are exhibited by several
other transition metals as well.
The literature contains some information concerning molecular
hydrogen chemlsorption on several metals (6). Tungsten has been well
investigated since tungsten surfaces can be cleaned by electrically heat-
ing them to a high temperature (flash filament technique). Molybdenum
also possesses this advantage. Nickel is well represented in the litera-
ture_ as are some of the other ferromagnetic elements. A reasonable
amount of work has been done with hydrogen on platinum. However_ data
for the chemisorption of hydrogen on palladium are scanty.
It was considered most useful to study a metal which had not been
highly investigated. Palladium was chosen since it possesses the pro-
perties required for this investigation and has not been extensively
studied.
Chemlsorptlon of atomic hydrogen on metals has been investigated
to a very small extent_ and the atomic hydrogen source used in these in-
vestigations has usually been a heated tungsten filament (15). It is
difficult to obtain quantitative_ meaningful results from such a source
8and no information on the questions of Section 1.3 has been obtained in
the experiments of Ref. 15.
The molecular and atomic beamexperiments performed in the pre-
sent investigation have not previously been done on any metals_ to the
author's knowledge.
1.6 High Temperature Chemisorption Information
There are both basic and practical reasons for acquiring high
temperature chemisorption data. If a general theory of chemisorption is
to be formulated, data should be available throughout a wide temperature
range to aid in the formulation. Also, space technology currently needs
information concerning reactions on hot surfaces in connection with exit
and reentry heating problems. In addition, high temperature chemlsorptlon
effects which are measured by thermlonic emission techniques provide a
method for measuring partial pressures of various gases under vacuum con-
ditlons (16'17) . The device which accomplishes this is small, light, and
reliable; it is well suited for space missions.
In the past, thermionic emission measurements have been limited to
refractory metals. High temperatures were needed to produce the required
emission currents. The sensitivity of modern instruments has reduced the
temperature requirement, and thermionic emission techniques can now be used
to obtain chemisorption information from many non-refractory materials.
The problem at hand is an interdisciplinary one, using specialized
techniques. Because of this, the next chapter will be devoted to a brief
outline of the various topics that are pertinent to understanding and in-
terpreting the problem. Then the ideas which are derived from chemistry,
physics, and vacuum engineering should proceed in a unified manner.
Chapter 2
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
2.1 Adsorption
Adsorption occurs when two immiscible phases are brought into
contact, and the concentration of one component is greater at the inter-
face than in the bulk. We will be concerned with a gas phase and a solid
(metal) phase. Adsorption is generally attributed to interaction between
the gas and the metal surface. A molecule (or atom) striking a metal
surface is attracted to the surface by bonding forces. These forces are
often strong enough to retain some of the molecules at the surface, where
they will remain until they acquire sufficient energy to break the sur-
face bond. When this energy is acquired, the molecules desorb. Consider-
ing this mechanism on a macroscopic scale, we have a dynamic situation
in which adsorption and desorption occur simultaneously. Equilibrium
occurs when the adsorption and desorption rates are equal.
Two types of adsorption are generally recognized: physical and
chemical. By convention, the distinction between the two is the order of
magnitude of the heat of adsorption as described below.
2.I.A Physical Adsorption
Physical adsorption is attributed to van der Waal*s type forces.
The interaction between a pair of non-polar molecules is often described
by the Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential. For this potential, the attrac-
tive forces are of short range and vary as the inverse seventh power
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of the separation (18). The situation is altered when interaction occurs
between a gas molecule and a metal surface. For this arrangement_ one
can take the sumof the forces between the gas molecule and the surface
molecules (or atoms)_ again using the 6-12 potential. This procedure
shows an attractive force which varies as the inverse fourth power of
the perpendicular distance between the surface and molecule (19) .
Since the van der Waal's forces are relatively weakj physical
adsorption is weakly exothermic. The heat of physical adsorption is of
the sameorder of magnitude as the heat of condensation of the gas.
This might be expected since the forces between molecules in a liquid
are considered to be of the van der Waalls type.
2.I.B Chemisorption
Chemisorption is attributed to the same type of valence forces
that control chemical reactions. The heat of adsorption is generally
used as the criterion for distinguishing between physical and chemical
adsorption. Processes in which the heat of adsorption is of the same
order of magnitude as the heat of condensation are classified as phys-
ical adsorption; those with higher heats of adsorption are classified
as chemisorption. The heat of adsorption criterion for distinguishing
physical adsorption from chemisorption is ambiguous since it is possible
to have chemisorption bonds whose strength is comparable to van der Waal_s
bonds.
A good definition of chemisorption has been suggested by Leftin
and Robson (20) . They define chemisorption as an "adsorption which
ii
produces a new chemical species by fragmentation of the molecule or of
its electron complement".
The term "chemisorption" implies thst the process is specific,
i.e., particular metals will chemisorb particular gases. This has been
generally found to be the case. A good example is tungsten_ which shows
a large affinity for oxygen. Tungsten will preferentially chemisorb oxy-
gen from a mixture of seven parts of N 2 to one part of O2(!6). The same
is true of a thirty to one mixture of CO 2 and 02 (21) . This situation
would be expected since the heat of chemisorption of 02 is about twice
that of N 2 or 002(6). Both N 2 and 002 will chemisorb on tungsten in the
absence of 02 .
Consideration of the microstructure of a crystal surface leads
to the concept of adsorption sites. A homogeneous metal surface can be
visualized as an ordered array of atoms in a plane, with constant inter-
atomic spacing. The potential energy of a gas atom interacting with the
surface will vary from point to point due to the geometric arrangement.
The surface can be schematically represented as a plane over which the
potential energy of the adatom varies periodically (an adatom is an atom
which has been adsorbed). A one dimensional analog is shown in Fig. i.
Adatoms tend to chemisorb in the troughs between surface atoms 3 hence
these are called adsorption sites. This type of adsorption is said to
be localized. If the potential variations are so small that the troughs
effectively vanish, the adsorption is termed non-localized. These con-
cepts were first proposed by Langmuir (22). Since the surface of a
crystal is composed of atoms or molecules with definite spacings_ po-
tential variations will be present.
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The role of the solid in bonding with adsorbates can be described
in terms of the band theory of solids. In this theory the allowed energy
levels of the electrons in the solid are grouped into bands, and the elec-
tron energies within the bands are considered to be quasi-contlnuous_
that is, the al]owed bands maybe separated by a forbidden energy zone or
they mayoverlap. In the case of metals_ the highest energy band contain-
ing electrons is not completely filled (23) . The electrons in this partial-
ly filled band have a large numberof unfilled energy states available
to them and can readily transfer to these states by gaining a smsll amount
of energy. Whenan electric field is applied to the metal, the electrons
in the partially filled energy band acquire a drift velocity in the direc-
tion opposite to that of the applied field_ resulting in an electric cur-
rent. The electrons in the filled bands are unable to acquire a drift
velocity since they cannot readily change their energy state. Thus,
electrical conductivity can be attributed to the presence of electrons
in a partially filled (conduction) band.
The conduction electrons can participate in chemical bonding.
In the case of ionic bonds_ electrons which are given up by the adsor-
bate enter this conduction band and vice versa. Conduction band elec-
trons are also available for covalent or partial ionic bonding. Since
chemisorption can either contribute or remove electrons from the con-
duction band_ it is capable of changing the electrical conductivity of
a metal. It should be noted that this process also changes the Fermi
level of the solid (the Fermi level is that energy level at which the
probability of being filled is 1/2).
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If a metal surface is homogeneous,the electron density (or
electron cloud) will not terminate abruptly at the surface but will
._ (24)decay asymptotlcaily . The spill-over of electrons at the surface
will form a double charge layer with the negative side outermost, as
shown in Fig. 2.
Chemlsorption will alter this double layer. The adatomswill
be held to the surface by a bond having some degree of ionic character.
If the adatoms tend to contribute an electron to the conduction band,
the outermost layer will be positive, and vice versa. Thus, chemisorp-
tlon will produce a dipole layer on the surface. A positive outer layer
will decrease the work function of a metal; a negative layer will in-
crease it (25).
It has been found that the heat of chemisorption decreases as
the degree of surface coverage increases. Thus, gas atoms are chemi-
sorbed more strongly on a clean metal surface than on one which has a
partial monolayer of adatoms. One of the major causes of this phenome-
non is the fact that metal surfaces are usually heterogeneous rather
than homogeneous. Because of this, the bond between the adsorbent and
adsorbate is stronger at certain adsorption sites than it is at others (6).
Those sites which exhibit stronger bonding will acquire chemisorbed atoms
quickly. The sites with weaker bonding will acquire adatoms only after
the stronger sites have been filled. Chemlsorptlon at a site which ex-
hibits strong bonding will release more heat than chemlsorptlon at a site
having weaker bonds. Therefore, the heat of chemlsorption will decrease
as the surface coverage increases.
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Lateral interaction betweenadatoms can also cause the heat of
adsorption to decrease as surface coverage increases. Since the adatoms
have a net electric charge_ interactions between them becomesignificant
as the surface becomescrowded. This situation can lead to weaker bonds
and mutual depolarization of the ad-layer (24) .
Not only does the heat of adsorption changewith surface cover-
age3 but there is evidence that the polarity of the dipole layer also
changes in somecases. This apparently occurs with hydrogen on several
transition metals (26_27) and may be indicative of a change in bond type
as chemisorption progresses. This will be discussed further in Section
2.4.
2.1.C Mobility of Chemisorbed Atoms
Figure 1 was previously used in explaining the concept of local-
ized adsorption. Referring to the figure_ one of three things can hap-
pen as an adstom gains energy. If it gains a small amount of energy_
it will remain in the vicinity of the chemisorption site. Energy gains
in excess of the heat of desorption will_ of course_ cause desorption.
If an adatom acquires an energy which is sufficient to bring it out of
the trough but not enough to permit it to desorb_ it will migrate over
the surface and adsorb on another site. The energy required for these
site-to-site migrations is called the activation energy for surface mi-
gration.
The rate of migration depends primarily upon the temperature
and surface_ with parameters such as degree of coverage possibly exert-
ing a secondary influence. Migration rate increases with temperature
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and decreases with the numberand strength of the bonds which hold the
adatom to the surface.
The migration of hydrogen on tungsten and nickel has been
observed by Gomerj Wortman_and Lundy in the field emission micro-
scope(28_29). They found that a hydrogen layer migrates on tungsten
at 180°K_ and that a temperature of 240°K will initiate migration on
nickel.
It is of interest to determine whether or not hydrogen chemi-
sorbed on palladium is mobile under the conditions of the present ex-
periment (l_O00°C). The behavior of hydrogen on palladium should be
similar to that of nickel since these metals are similar in electronic
configuration (Group VIII of the periodic table)_ have the same lattice
structure (body centered cubic)_ and have approximately the sameheat
of chemisorption for hydrogen.
Beeck(14) experimented with the hydrogenation of acetylene using
several transition metals as catalysts. Experiments were madeat 23°C_
and palladium was found to be more active than nickel. This would not
be the case if chemisorbed hydrogen was immobile on palladium. Thus_
it can be reasonably assumedthat hydrogen migrates freely on palladium
at room temperature.
Since the present experiments were performed at about l_000°C_
the chemisorbed hydrogen should be highly mobile. If the density of
the ad-layer is not too high and the adatoms are highly mobile_ the ad-
sorbate can be considered as a two-dimensional gas. The equations de-
scribing the behavior of such a gas are analagous to the three
Q •
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dimensional case. The concept o[ a two dimensional gas has been dis-
cussed by de Boer (30) .
2.2 Thermionic Emission and Work Function
The phenomenon of thermionic emission and the various quantities
which are related to it will be discussed in this section.
2.2.A The Richardson-Dushman Equation
The electron flow emitted from the surface of a heated metal is
called the thermionic emission current_ and is described by the Richard-
son-Dushman equation. This equation can be derived from the free elec-
tron theory of metals_ es is done by Kittel (23). In this theory, con-
duction electrons in the metal have a velocity distribution in accord
with Fermi-Dirac statistics. An electron approaching the metal surface_
with sufficient momentum in a direction perpendicular to the surface_
can overcome the surface potential barrier and escape from the metal.
This is shown schematically in Fig. 3. The height of the surface poten-
tial barrier is the energy difference between an electron at rest an
infinite distance from the surface and an electron at the Fermi level
_- in Fig. 3). The zero energy level is taken as an electron at rest
at infinity, while EL is a reference which denotes the lowest electron
energy level in the metal.
The Richardson-Dushman equation is
j = AT 2 exp (-_/kT)
where j is the current density in amperes/cm 2, A is a constant whose
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theoretical value is 120 amps/cm2-deg2, and _ is the work function (23) .
The values of _ and A can be determined experimentally by plot-
ting In J/T2 vs i/kT (Richardson-Dushmanplot). The slope of the re-
suiting straight line is the work function _, while the intercept gives
the value of A. The fact that such plots are usually straight lines
indicates that the functional form of the equation is correct. The
value of the constant A, however, often deviates from its theoretical
value. Kittel (23) lists values of A for seven transition metals 3 and
they vary from 30 to 160 amps/cm2-deg 2.
This variation is not surprising when one considers the assump-
tions used in the derlvatlon_ and the difficulty of reproducing these
conditions experimentally. It is assumed that no space charge exists
about the emitter. This condition can be approximated experimentally
by placing a high potential anode near the emitter. However_ the appar-
ent work function decreases with increasing external field strength
(Schottky effect). The derivation also assumes that the emitter surface
is smooth. The effects of surface roughness and crystallographic ori-
entation of the emitter are discussed in Section 2.2.D and are shown
to be significant. Part of the discrepancy between the theoretical and
experimental values of A can be attributed to the temperature dependence
of _. If _ is expressed as _ = _o + c_r_ where _o is temperature inde-
pendent, it can be shown that
Aexperimental = Atheoretica I exp(-_/k)
Dekker (25) states that d_/dT is approximately 10 -4 electron volts per °C.
A good discussion of the assumptions involved in deriving the Richardson-
Dushman equation has been given by Herring and Nichols (31) .
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2.2.B Work Function
Two non-equivalent definitions can be found for the work func-
(23)
tion _; one is simpler and the other more accurate. The simpler one
considers the surface potential barrier to be a step function, in which
case the work function becomes equal to the quantity _ in Fig. 3.
Wigner and Bardeen (32) define the work function as "the differ-
ence in energy between a lattice with an equal number of ions and elec-
trons, and a lattice with the same number of ions but one electron re-
moved". In this definition, the electron need not be removed to infinity,
but only far enough so that the image forces become negligible• This
occurs at a point "just outside" the surface• The difference between
the two definitions may appear to be hair splitting; however_ the latter
definition permits the explicit expression of the surface potential_
which will be used in Section 2.2.C.
The situation can be illuminated by the following quote from
Adam (33) :
"The term 'just outside t leaves something to be desired as a
definition. Although our knowledge of the forces on an electron
or ion being removed from a neutral phase_ possessing no net
electric charge of either sign, is incomplete, it is probably
true that they (the forces) are partially due to the electrical
double layer in the surface_ and partly to an _image force'_ . .
• . . This image force is of longer range than the other (bond-
ing) forces; its value is e2/4r2_ where e is the charge on a
particle, and r its distance from the surface; and it falls to
a negligibly small value at about 10 -3 cm. from the surface.
The Volta potential is the potential at a distance of aSout 10 -3
cm. from the surface. There is no appreciable indefiniteness in
this_ provided that there is no other char_ed conductor within a
distance of the first_ comparable with I0 -_ cm., since the poten-
tial alters but slowly in free space_ in the absence of other
charged conductors close at hand."
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The above definition of the Volta potential is valid. However,
one usually considers the Volta potential difference between two metals
rather than the Volta potential of a single one. It is known that two
different metals placed in contact with each other assumeslightly dif-
ferent potentials. The difference of potential is called the Volta
potential difference, and is simply Va-Vb, where Va and Vb are the Volta
potentials of metals a and b. It has becomecustomary to refer to Va-Vb
as the contact potential difference rather than the Volta potential
difference. The following section will elaborate on this topic.
2.2.C Relationship Between Work Function_ Surface Potential,
and Contact Potential Difference
A number of symbols will be used to represent various physical
quantities in this section. For the convenience of the reader, these
symbols are listed below:
p = electrochemical potential of an electron
p = chemical potential of an electron
n = number of electrons in a thermodynamic system
_outer = Volta potential of a metal
_inner = electrostatic potential of a metal
= work function
e = electric charge of an electron
A = Helmholtz free energy
Subscripts a and b denote metals a and b.
The electrochemical potential _) of an electron is defined
in the usual thermodynamic manner
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Thus, _ is the work done in bringing an electron from infinity and add-
ing it to the metal at the Fermi level (see Fig. 3). If the electro-
static potential of the metal (_inner) is changed, the value of B will
change by an amount -e_inne r. The value of _inner can be varied by
moving external charges, hence _ depends upon conditions external to
the metal as well as internal. This quantity is cumbersome to work with,
therefore we define
= _ + e _inner
where _ is the chemical potential and depends only upon the internal
state of the metal. It is independent of the electrostatic potential.
In accord with Wigner and Bardeents definition, the work function
can be written in terms of the difference in electrochemical potential
of an electron inside the metal and "just outside" the surface (lO'3cm.).
Doing this,
m
and _ inner
p
e_ =_outer - _inner
is the same as the quantity _ described in the previous
paragraph. Thus,
_--outer _inner Winner
= e e - _outer e _inner - _outer e
where _outer is the Volta potential of the metal. The quantity
_outer - _inner is called the surface potential, and is attributed to
the double layer of electric charge at the surface.
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If two metals, a and b_ at the sametemperature, are brought into
electrical contact_ the condition for thermodynamic equilibrium is
_a = _b
Using the above equation for _, this condition becomes
_a - _b = ($b - Sa)outer = Vab
where Vab is the Volta potential between the metals, or the contact po-
tential difference. This effect is illustrated schematically in Fig. 4.
2.2.D Effect of Surface Condition on Work Function
The value of the work function depends_ to some extent, upon
surface conditions. This would be expected since the position of posi-
tive ions in the metal crystal relative to the position of an escaping
electron will affect the interaction forces. In an attempt to evaluate
the effect of surface roughness, Lewis (34) calculated the effect of an
oblate spheroid projecting above a smooth surface. He found that the
image force was reduced by about 25_ in the neighborhood of the projec-
tion, causing a lower value of the work function.
Crystal surfaces usually include a number of crystallographic
planes, and these planes have different geometries. This_ too, will
cause variations in work function. An example of this effect was illus-
trated by _dller (35) who determined the work function for nine of the
crystal planes of tungsten. The work function varied by as much as 30_
over these planes.
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2.3 Chemisorption Bonds of Atoms to Transition Metals
Present theory explains chemisorption bonding in terms of the
electronic configuration of the metal and adsorbate. This section will
discuss types of chemisorption bonds and will present evidence which
confirms the electronic configuration theory.
2.3.A The lonic Bond
Early measurements of the work function of metals indicated that
chemisorption of certain chemical species was accompanied by a large
change in work function. The magnitude of the change indicated the forma-
tion of an ionic bond between the adsorbent and adsorbate. Typical cases
of ionic bonds are the chemisorption of cesium or thorium on tungsten.
Here the adsorbate donates an electron to the Fermi level of the tungsten,
and the resulting Cs+ or Th+ ions cause a positive charge layer near the
surface. This layer decreases the work function significantly.
A simplified illustration of the energies involved in the elec-
tron transfer is shown in Fig. 5. As long as the ionization potential
of the adsorbate is less than the work function of the metal, electron
transfer from the adsorbate to the adsorbent tends to occur. For the
opposite situation (I > ¢), the tendency is for an electron to leave the
adsorbent and join the adsorbate, resulting in a negative surface charge
layer. A detailed discussion of the conditions leading to positive and
negative surface charge layers has been given by Dowden (36).
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2.3.B The Covalent Bond
Before discussing the covalent bond_ it is convenient to consid-
er Pauling's theory of the structure of metals (37). Pauling considers
each quantum state associated with an individual atom as an "orbital".
Each orbital can contain two electrons with opposite spins, or one elec-
tron, or none. When atoms are formed into solid transition metals, three
types of orbitals arise_ namely:
i. bonding orbitals_ which are responsible for the co-
hesion of the solid. These orbitals are usually dsp
hybrids _.
il. atomic orbitals, which are associated with individual
atoms, but are not used in bonding the solid together.
Paramagnetic properties of transition metals are at-
tributed to the existence of atomic d orbitals.
iii. metallic orbitals, which participate in electrical
conduction.
As an example of bonding and atomic orbitals, consider the first
transition period. When calcium is reached, the 4s orbitals are full.
After this, the d orbitals begin filling. According to Pauling(38)_ the
d orbitals form bonding orbitals until chromium is reached, after which
atomic d orbitals begin to appear. As the end of the transition period
is reached, no further d orbitals are available.
_lq_e term dsp hybrids implies a system where the s, p, and d energy
levels overlap and interact to form a composite bond which has a
character somewhat different from a normal s, p, or d type of bond.
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Dowden(36) and Dilke, Eley, and Maxted(39) proposed that chemi-
sorption involved the formation of a covalent bond between the adsorbate
and an unfilled or partially filled atomic d orbital. This implied that
transition metals would be active in chemisorption.
This hypothesis has been validated experimentally. Reynolds(4)
performed experiments on the hydrogenation of benzene using a copper-
nickel alloy as catalyst. Catalytic activity decreased as copper con-
tent increased; the catalyst being completely inactive at 40 atomic
percent copper. This was attributed to the d orbitals of nickel being
filled by s electrons from the copper. Couper and Eley (40) performed
similar experiments on the ortho-para hydrogen conversion, using a pal-
ladium-gold catalyst. Their results were similar.
Dilke, Eley, and Maxted(39) have provided a strong validation
of the electronic chemisorption theory. They reasoned that since the
paramagnetic susceptibility of a transition metal is due to singly oc-
cupied d orbitals, chemisorption should decrease paramagnetism. They
were able to verify this experimentally.
While the electronic configuration theory has been successful
in explaining chemisorption on transition metals_ it is not all inclu-
sive at the present. For example, oxygen is known to chemisorb on
several non-transition metals (6), and this cannot be explained in terms
of vacant d atomic orbitals.
2.3.C Partial lonic Character of Covalent Bonds
The literature contains a large amount of information about the
surface potential changes for various chemisorption reactions. Much
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of this has been brought together by Culver and Tompkins(24) . If one
considers the chemisorption of a single gas on several metals, the
values of the surface potential changewill cover a rather large range.
This may indicate that bonding is neither ionic nor covalent 2 but some-
thing in between.
Pauling (38) has considered this type of bond and calls it a
"covalent bond with partial ionic character". He considers two bonding
structures_ one covalent and one ionic. If the two structures involve
the samenumberof unpaired electrons_ the bond can resonate between the
two structures and a covalent bondwith partial ionic character can be
formed. This condition is generally met in the chemisorption Of diatomic
molecules.
The "amount of ionic character" is the ratio of the observed di-
pole momentof the molecule to the dipole momentassociated with the
ionic bond. Pauling gives an empirical relationship for this quantity.
Amountof ionic character = I - expSl/4(X a - Xb)23
where Xa and Xb are the electronegativities of the elements involved.
The electronegativity is a measureof the ability of an atom (or mole-
cule) to attract an electron to itself and is related to the ionization
energy and the electron affinity. The atom with the highest electro-
negativity is the negative end of the dipole. These concepts will be
used in the discussion of surface charge layers caused by chemisorption.
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2.4 Effect of Hydrogen Chemisorption on Work Function
It was previously noted (Section 2.I.B) that chemisorption will
alter the double layer residing near a metal surface. This alteration,
which is due to the ionic character of chemisorption bonds, will change
the work function. A double layer of charge with the positive side out-
ermost will aid an electron escaping from the metal, thus lowering the
work function; the reverse is true of a layer with the negative side
outermost.
The magnitude of the change in work function can be calculated
by considering the double charge layer as a capacitor in free space.
The resulting equation is
_ = 4_nse_
where n s is the number of adsorption sites per cm2, e is the fraction
of the surface covered with adsorbent, and a is the dipole moment of
the adsorbate-adsorbent bond, expressed in statcoulomb-cm. This equa-
tion is valid only for small values of e since mutual depolarization
can occur at higher coverages.
2.4.A Prediction of the Polarity of the Dipole Layer
One can attempt to predict the dipole layer polarity using the
presently available theories. Baker and Jenkins (41) discuss the conditions
leading to positive and negative dipole layers. They conclude that a
large adsorbent work function is conducive to a positive outward di-
pole layer, and vice versa. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 5. They
also discuss the effect of the density of states function in the
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neighborhood of the Fermi level. If an electron is added to the metal
the Fermi level rises, consequently the work function falls. Since a
large work function is conducive to positive ion formation, a density
of states function which can accommodatea large numberof electrons
with a small rise in Fermi level will aid in the formation of positive
adsorbate ions. The reverse is true for negative ion formation.
Shifting of the Fermi level due to chemisorption may be signi-
ficant in thin films_ where the surface to volume ratio is high. The
effect decreases as the surface to volume ratio diminishes, and is pro-
bably negligible for adsorbents in the shape of thick filaments. This
difference can cause difficulties in comparing data derived from thin
films and from filaments.
A second method for predicting polarity is also available.
According to Pauling, when a bond is formed between two atoms, the more
electronegative one will be the negative side of the resulting dipole.
Thus, we may use both work function and electronegativity as criteria
for dipole polarity. Values of these quantities for several metals are
shownin Table I (38_42)
The table shows that hydrogen chemisorption on these metals
will cause negative diople layers in the order
Negative W Co Fe (Ni Cu) Ag Pd (Pt Au) Positive
with tungsten being the most negative and platinum or gold most posi-
tive. The accumulated data given by Culver and Tompkins(24) shows
that this order is generally followed, with only cobalt deviating
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considerably. The experimentally determined order is
Negative W Fe Cu Ag Ni Co Au Pt Positive
with values for Ag, Ni, and Cu being very close to each other. Surface
potentials ranged from -0.48 to -0.14 volts. Most of the data come from
experiments at room temperature. This comparison shows that the present
theory can predict the relative effect of hydrogen chemisorptlon on the
dipole polarity of several transition metals. By "relative" it is meant
that the polarity change of one metal is compared to the polarity change
of other metals. The theory is unsuccessful, however, in predicting
whether the ad-layer is positive or negative.
Consider the hydrogen-palladium system. If the electronegatlvity
is used to determine the polarity of the surface charge layer, one would
expect the adsorbed hydrogen to form a positive layer since hydrogen is
slightly less electronegative than palladium (Table I). On the other
hand, one could use the ionization potential of hydrogen and the work
function of palladium to determine the polarity of the surface charge
layer. This approach would predict a negative surface layer since the
ionization potential is greater than the work function.
The behavior of hydrogen absorbed in bulk palladium, however, fa-
vors the positive layer. Experiments on the paramagnetic susceptibility
of palladium(23) indicate that the hydrogen electron is contributed to the
4d band of the palladium_ resulting in a positive hydrogen ion. If this
process occurred on the surface_ the adsorbate would be positively
charged.
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The problem is further complicated by the fact that the electri-
cal charge of the ad-layer is temperature dependent in some cases. This
effect is discussed in the two following sections. Thus_ it can be stated
that the present theory cannot be used to determine the polarity of the
ad-layer. One must resort to empirical data.
It is of interest to determine whether the chemisorption bonds
between hydrogen and the metals discussed above are covalent_ ionic_ or
something in between. The fact that the surface potentials of the metals
change when hydrogen is chemlsorbed indicates that the Surface dipole
layers change_ hence the bonds must have some ionic character. Couper
and Eley (40) _ however_ calculated the energy involved in forming ionic
bonds when hydrogen is chemlsorbed. They found that ionic bond formation
would be highly endothermic. Hydrogen chemisorption on transition metals
has been shown to be exothermic in a large number of experiments (6).
Therefore_ these chemisorption bonds must be covalent with partial ionic
character.
2.4.B Experimental Investigations of Work Function Chan_e Due to
Hydrogen Chemisorption (Ni and Pt)
Only the nickel-hydrogen and platinum-hydrogen systems will be
discussed in this section. These two were selected because of the
similarities between their electron configurations and that of palla-
dium. Table I indicates that the change in work function of palladium
due to hydrogen chemisorption should fall somewhere between the changes
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experienced by nickel and platinum and should lie closer to platinum
than to nickel. The palladium-hydrogen system will be discussed in the
next section. However, it should be noted that experimental data are
scanty.
Changesin work function due to chemisorption can be measured
directly by photoelectric experiments. Surface potential changes can
be determined by saturated diode or capacitor techniques. The vibrat-
ing capacitor arrangement described by Zissman(43) has proven to he very
effective in work function measurements.
As long ago as 1929, Suhrmann(44) investigated the change in
work function of platinum due to hydrogen chemisorption, using the
photoelectric method. He worked at hydrogen pressures ranging from .01
to .001 torr and observed that the work function decreased as hydrogen
pressure increased.
Sachtler (45) was apparently suspicious of the surface conditions
in these experiments and ran similar ones for nickel. However, he de-
posited nickel films under two different sets of conditions: "clean"
and "dirty". His "dirty" film was formed in a vacuumof 10-6 tort and
reacted in a manner similar to the platinum described above. His "clean"
film, which was deposited at a pressure of less than 10-7 torr_ showed
an opposite effect; the work function increased upon hydrogen exposure.
As could be expected, surface contamination was a strong influence. The
"clean" results were confirmed by Culver_ Pritchard, and Tompklns(46) .
Mignolet(26,47, 48) has done extensive work in determining surface
potentials. For the nlckel-hydrogen system he found that the surface
b •
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potential goes negative as hydrogen contacts nickel, indicating di-
poles with the negative side outward (increase in work function). As
the coverage increases_ howeverj the dipole polarity changes. The same
effect was found for hydrogen on platinum. He attributed this to the
formation of a physisorBed hydrogen layer over the chemisorbed layer_
with the physisorption providing the positive outward layers. This
work was done with background pressures in the 10 -6 torr region.
The reversal of the dipole polarity has been confirmed by two
recent experiments. Rootsaert_ van ReiJen_ and Sachtler (27) investigated
the hydrogen-platinum chemisorption. They evacuated a field emission
system to a background of about I0 -I0 torr. Hydrogen was then admitted
until a pressure of 10 -7 torr prevailed. Using a platinum field emission
tip, they determined the surface potential as a function of temperature
over the range of 80°K to about 300°K. Their results are shown in Fig.
6 and can be interpreted as follows. Hydrogen chemisorbs on platinum
in two ways. The weaker chemisorption causes a positive surface poten-
tial_ and vice versa. As the platinum is heated_ the weakly bonded
hydrogen is desorbed and the surface potential goes more negative. At
about 250°K_ the strongly bonded atoms begin to desorbj and the negativ-
ity of the surface potential diminishes.
A similar effect was found for the hydrogen-nickel system by
Crossland and Pritchard (49) . They found that the change in surface po-
tential due to hydrogen chemisorption was negative until the coverage
was about half a monolayer. Adsorption beyond this point caused a de-
crease in the negativity.
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The work of Pllskin and Eischens(50) helped to clarify the situ-
ation. They investigated the infra-red absorption spectrum of platinum
supported on both alumina and silica. This work was done first in hy-
drogen and then in deuterium. Bondswere found at two different frequen-
cies in each case_ with the support material having no effect. The ab-
sorbed frequencies were not the samefor hydrogen and deuterium. In
order to determine whether or not any of these bonds corresponded to
molecular adsorption_ the experiment was then run with a hydrogen-deu-
terium mixture. If H2 and D2 had been adsorbed in the previous cases_
then _ would be adsorbed from the mixture and a new absorbed frequency
would result. This was not observed. Thus Mignolet's hypothesis of
physisorbed molecules was disproved. From these results_ it can be con-
cluded that both hydrogen and deuterium chemlsorb atomically on platinum.
Although someadsorbed molecular hydrogen must be in equilibrium with
the atomic species_ its concentration is too small to be observed by
infra-red spectroscopic techniques.
2.5 The Hydrogen-Palladium System
It is well known that hydrogen diffuses into bulk palladlum_
and that the combination will form palladlum-hydrogen alloys. A wealth
of information is available on this topic. In contrast_ very little is
available concerning the surface reactions of these elements.
2.5.A Hydrogen and Palladium in Bulk
The present investigation is concerned with the hydrogen-palla-
dium interface. If hydrogen permeates the palladium filament to any
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great extent during the experiments_ surface conditions will be affected
since diffusion into and out of the metal will change the hydrogen con-
centration on the surface. The temperature-pressure-concentration re-
lationships of the hydrogen-palladium system have been extensively in-
vestigated (51) and show that the quantity of hydrogen occluded by pal-
ladium diminishes with increasing temperature and decreasing pressure.
These relationships indicate that hydrogen occlusion by the palladium
filament should be negligible for the experimental conditions used in
this investigation.
The extent to which hydrogen is occluded can be determined by
electrical resistance measurements. This topic has been discussed by
Smith(52). As hydrogen enters the palladium, the resistance increases
until the atomic ratio of H/Pd is about 0.8_ at which point the resist-
ance has approximately doubled. Further hydrogen occlusion reduces re-
sistance. This phenomenonwas used to check for hydrogen occlusion in
the palladium filament utilized in the present experiment. The resist-
ance of the filament did not changewhen it was exposed to the hydro-
gen beam_indicating that hydrogen occlusion was either absent or
occurred to a very small extent. This is discussed further in Section
5.3.B.
2.5.B Hydrosen-Palladium Chemisorption
As previously stated_ information about hydrogen-palladium
chemisorption is scarce. Two papers will be discussed in this section.
The first is a paramagnetic susceptibility experiment done by
Reyerson and Solbakken (53) . They deposited palladium on silica gel
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and measuredsusceptibility as a function of the quantity of hydrogen
adsorbed and the weight of the palladium film. This was an attempt to
gain information on the surface states of palladium atoms. Their results
show that paramagnetic susceptibility depends upon surface to volume ra-
rio and indicate that there are about 2 unpaired d band electrons per
atom at the surface, comparedto 0.6 in the bulk material.
Adsorption isotherms at 0°C are also presented and are of inter-
est. The isotherms are shownin Fig. 7, with the numbers indicating
the percent palladium (by weight) in the silica gel-palladium specimens.
The following quote, taken from the paper, explains the behavior.
"The shape of the isotherms showsthat two kinds of sorption
exist and the first is essentially complete before the second
begins. At very low pressures the hydrogen is rapidly and
strongly sorbed, giving a Langmuir type of isotherm. This
sorption is essentially complete by the time the hydrogen pres-
sure reaches I mm. No doubt this part of the isotherm repre-
sents monolayer adsorption on the available palladium surface.
The isotherm remains horizontal for all of the samples until
the hydrogen pressure exceeds 2 _. At a pressure between 2
and 3 mm. the amounts sorbed increase, reaching a final value
at about 30 _m. pressure of hydrogen. The pressure at which the
second abrupt increase begins is in excellent agreement with
that found by Gillespie and coworkers(51) for bulk palladium at
0°C ...... There is little doubt that the second rise in the
isotherms shows the amount of hydrogen that penetrates into the
aggregates or crystallltes of palladium on the gel surface."
The hypothesis of two types of bonds is quite tenable, consider-
ing the previously discussed data for nickel and platinum. The assump-
tion of a Langmuir type isotherm existing during complete monolayer
coverage is very doubtful since the Langmuir isotherm assumes that the
adatoms do not interact. This condition is probably not met when the
coverage approaches a full monolayer. Background pressures were in the
10 -6 torr range.
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The low pressure end of the isotherms shows that the quantity
of hydrogen adsorbed increases with increasing palladium mass. This
would indicate that somehydrogen is diffusing into the bulk. The
possibility of absorption for both the hydrogen-tungsten and hydrogen-
nickel systems was suggested by Trapnell (54) and has been confirmed for
the tungsten case by Moore and Unterwald(55). Considering the bulk
behavior of palladium_ somehydrogen absorption near the surface would
not be surprising.
Suhrmannand coworkers(56) investigated the electrical resist-
ance of a thin palladium film (90 Angstroms) during hydrogen chemisorp-
tion. The results show that the resistance increases with hydrogen
pressure initially, reaches a maximum,and then decreases. Suhrmann
postulates that the first hydrogen molecules dissociate into atoms_ and
then chemisorb on the sites of low work function as negative ions by
removing electrons from the metal. This causes an increase in resist-
ance (and work function). Following this, atoms are dissociated into
protons and electrons on the remaining sites. These then diffuse into
the film and reduce the resistance. According to Suhrmann, the second
mechanismdoes not affect the work function since the surface coverage
does not change during the process.
In the discussion following this paper_ the diffusion of hydro-
gen into the palladium film was not disputed. The proposed mechanism
was questioned rather strongly by Selwood_however.
There are manydifficulties involved in making resistance mea-
surements on thin films. Without delving into details_ it can be
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stated that this type of work is still in its early stages and in many
cases the conclusions are still not clear.
2.6 Reaction Rates
The rate of a chemical reaction can be expressed in terms of
rate constants. Consider the reaction
A + B + C + ..... _ P + Q + .....
If Ca is the concentration of reactant A_ the rate of change of Ca can
be represented by
dCa =
d--_- k Ca _ Cc_ .....
The quantity k is called the rate constant, while the sum of the expo-
nents (5 + _ + _ + ...) is known as the order of the reaction. These
exponents are usually determined experimentally.
2.6.A The Arrhenius Equation and the Activated Complex
The rates of chemical reactions are strongly temperature depen-
dent_ consequently the rate constants must be functions of temperature.
This function is given by the Arrhenius equation_ which states that
k = A exp (-E_/RT)
where A is a constant, E_ is the activation energy for the reaction_ and
R is the gas constant.
The presence of an activation energy indicates that an energy
barrier exists between the reactants and products. The reactants must
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possess sufficient energy to overcomethis barrier if the reaction is
to occur. The situation is shownschematically in Fig. 8 for the re-
action A + BC-_--_AB + C. In the diagram_ E_ represents the activation
energy and _H is the heat of reaction. The reaction can go in either
direction. However_a higher activation energy is required for the re-
verse direction.
The existence of an energy barrier leads to the concept of the
"activated complex". The state of the reactants at the top of the ener-
gy barrier is called the activated complex. This theory has been treated
in detail by Glasstone_ Laidler, and Eyring (57). They consider the
activated complex to be a distinct state_ consequently a simple chemical
reaction can be represented as
A + BC_k_l A" + B* + C* k3_ AB + C
m.q_===...=.
k2 k4
where the asterisk superscript denotes the activated complex state. The
equation shows that the reaction occurs in two steps_ with appropriate
rate constants for each step.
2.6.B Energy and Free Energy
The Arrhenius equation has been successfully used in many cases.
However_ accurate experiments have shown that it is really an approxi-
mation. A more accurate expression would involve activation free energy
rather than activation energy, since the driving force of a chemical re-
action is the difference in free energy between reactants and products.
The Gibbs free energy is
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F=H-TS
where H is the enthalpy, T is the temperature, and S is the entropy.
Since the activation free energy (F_ is the difference in free
energy between the initial and activated states,
F_ = Z_l - TZhS- SAT
where AH is the enthalpy of activation (heat of activation) and _S is
the entropy of activation. The constants in the Arrhenius equation
can be evaluated from experiments run under isothermal conditions. For
this situation, AT = 0 and
Fe=AH -TAS isothermal process
Substituting F_ for E_ in the Arrhenius equation_
k = B exp (AS/R) exp (-_H/RT)
where B is a constant.
The fact that the Arrhenius equation, without the entropy term,
yields good results in many cases indicates that the temperature vari-
ation of ZhS is small compared to the temperature variation of AH for
these cases.
2.6.C Rate Determining Step of a Reaction
There are some reactions in which several intermediate steps
can appear between the reactants and the products. This occurs frequent-
ly in heterogeneous catalysis. An example would be a reaction in which
the reactants first form bonds with the catalyst surface, then form bonds
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with each other, and finally break the surface bonds to be desorbed
as the reaction products. This process can be represented by the
equation
A + B + 2M_A'M + B'M_A'B'2M_AB + 2M
reactants adsorbed adsorbed desorbed
reactants product product
where M represents an active catalyst site.
These consecutive reactions lead to the concept of the rate
determining step. Quoting Benson(58) "In systems of consecutive reac-
tions it sometimes may occur that there is one step which is very much
slower than all the subsequent steps leading to the product. The rate
of production of product maydependon the rates of all the steps pre-
ceding the last slow step but will not depend on any of the subsequent
steps_ all of which are rapid comparedto the last slow step". The
last slow step is called the rate determining step of the reaction.
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Chapter 3
ANALYSIS OF THE PRESENT EXPERIMENT
3.1 General
The present experiment was described in general terms in
Chapter I. Essentially_ a hot palladium filament was bombarded with
a beam of molecular hydrogen, and the thermionic emission current
was measured as a function of beam intensity. This procedure was
then repeated with atomic hydrogen. Comparison of the two sets of
data should yield information about the differences between the two
chemisorption mechanisms. This chapter will discuss the mechanisms
involved and will indicate the significance of such comparisons.
3.2 Adsorption-Desor_tion M_chanisms of H and H2. on Palladium
The reaction mechanisms of the adsorption-desorption of H and
H 2 will now be postulated. These are shown below in schematic form_
followed by an explanation.
I___H not adsorbed 3__
H gas H desorbed
H adsorbed--_-H mobile
H 2 desorbed
ITCH2 not adsorbed _-H 2 desorbed
H2 gas H 2 adsorbed 2-_-H 2 mobile 3--_ _-H desorbed
a--H mobile 4--_H 2 desorbed
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For the case of atom hydrogen_ step I shows that an impinging
atom either sticks to the surface or does not. This step is governed
by the sticking coefficient. The adsorbed H then becomes mobile (step
2). From the mobile state_ it can either desorb or recombine with
another atom (step 3). Since the recombination is highly exothermic
(103 kcal/mole)_ the molecule formed by this reaction will be highly
energetic and will desorb. This desorption should be almost instantane-
ous.
The H2 mechanism shows the same first step as the H_ although
the sticking coefficients are not necessarily the same for the two
cases. The adsorbed H 2 will pass into a mobile layer (step 2 v) from
which it will either desorb as a molecule or dissociate into mobile
atoms (step 3t). Step 4 t is the same as step 3 in the H mechanism.
The times required to go from the adsorbed state to the mobile
state (steps 2 and 2 I) are short compared with the times required for
other parts of the reactions. For this reason_ steps 2 and 2t can be
neglected_ and the hydrogen can be considered as adsorbing in the mobile
state.
The differences between the two postulated reactions can now be
attributed either to a difference in sticking coefficients (steps I and
i v) or to the desorptlon of H 2 at step 3'. These differences will be
discussed further in Section 3.4.
3.3 Composition of the Adso!bed Layer
Experimentally_ the thermionic emission currents will be mea-
sured as a function of beam intensity. In order to make a valid
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comparison between data acquired from the molecular and atomic beams,
it is necessary that the adsorbate be the samein both cases. For the
sake of discussion_ assumethat atomic hydrogen chemisorption increases
the emission current (work function decreases). Supposea molecular
beamof given intensity impinges on the hot filament, and this results
in a particular emission current. The experiment is then run again
with an atomic beamof the same intensity_ and the thermionic current
is higher in the atomic case. Onewould then be tempted to say that
more hydrogen was chemisorbed in the atomic beamexperiment. This
statement is true only if the adsorbate is atomic hydrogen in both cases.
If a significant amount of H2 exists on the surface, such comparisons
are difficult.
The mechanismsdescribed in Section 3.2 indicate that only atomic
hydrogen will exist on the surface during atomic beamexperiments. How-
ever, someadsorbed H 2 will be present during molecular beam operation.
The fraction of H2 in the ad-layer must be estimated.
This is done in Appendix A. The results show that the fraction
of H2 in the ad-layer is very small. Comparison of the data taken dur-
ing atomic and molecular beam experiments will therefore be valid.
3.4 Residence Times
It was shown in Section 3.2 that the differences between adsorp-
tion of atomic and molecular hydrogen on palladium could be attributed
either to a difference in sticking coefficients for the two cases or to
the desorption of I{2 at step 3' of the reaction equations. Sticking
coefficients will be discussed in Chapter 7. If only certain palladium
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sites are capable of dissociating H2_ then the amount of H2 desorbed at
step 3t should depend upon the numberof surface sites visited by a
hydrogen molecule during its lifetime on the surface. The number of
sites visited will be calculated in this section.
The residence time equation is discussed in Appendix A. As
given by de Boer(30)_ this equation is
T = TO exp (AH/RT)
where T is the length of time which an adsorbed particle spends on the
surface (residence time)_ To is the time required for one oscillation
of an adsorbent surface atom_ and /_H is the heat of adsorption. As
discussed in Appendix A and Section 2.6.B_ the free energy of adsorp-
tion should be used in place of the heat of adsorption. Since we are
presently concerned with order of magnitude calculations only_ the heat
of adsorption will be used.
The value of To can be estimated from the Debye theory of solids.
keD i
h To
where _ is the oscillation frequency and eD is the Debye temperature.
The value of eD for palladium is 270°K (23) . Substituting numerical
va lue s
TO = 1.75 x 10 "13 seconds
The H 2 residence time can be found by substituting the value
of the heat ef adsorption in the residence time equation. Since H2
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physisorbs on palladium_ the heat of adsorption of H 2 can be taken as
the heat of vaporization.
TH 2
This value is 0.215 kcal/mole (59) .
= 1.94 x 10 -13 seconds
To find the time spent at each site_ the activation energy for
mobility is substituted for _H. This quantity can be estimated as about
20_ of the heat of adsorptlon (6) . Then,
' = 1.79 x 10 -13 seconds
TH 2
These figures show that an H2 molecule will visit slightly more
than one site during its residence time. Recalling that this is an order
of magnitude calculatlon_ the molecule may visit somewhere in the neigh-
borhood of ten sites. However, the calculation shows that the number of
sites visited will be small. If only certain palladium sites are capable
of H 2 dissociation, desorption of H 2 at step 3' may be significant.
3.5 Summary
This chapter has yielded some interesting and useful results.
It has been found that the concentration of H 2 adsorbed on the surface
during molecular beam operation will be small, and the ad-layer can be
considered as atomic hydrogen. Since the adsorbed species is atomic
hydrogen when either the atomic or molecular beam is operating_ the re-
suits obtained from these two modes of operation can be compared and
we can find which operational mode yields a greater amount of chemisorbed
hydrogen.
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The results of such a comparison can then be used to gain know-
ledge about the reaction mechanisms shown in Section 3.2. There are
two possibilities; either the atomic beam or the molecular beam will
result in more hydrogen chemisorptlon.
If a greater amount of hydrogen is chemisorbed from the atomic
beam, it will indicate either that H 2 is desorbed at step 3 t of the
reaction equations, or that the sticking coefficient of H is greater
than that of H2, or both.
If the opposite is true, the conclusion would be that the stick-
ing coefficient of H 2 is larger than that of H. This turns out to be
the actual case, as discussed in Chapters 7 and 8.
Chapter 4
DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
4.1 Previous Experimental Work
The change in the thermionic emission current of palladium due
to the chemisorption of molecular hydrogen has been investigated by
Eisenstadt and Hoenig (17) . They enveloped a hot palladium filament
in a molecular hydrogen environment and measured the thermionlc emis-
sion current from the filament to a collector as a function of hydro-
gen pressure. These experiments were made under equilibrium conditions,
in the sense that the adsorbed hydrogen was in equilibrium with the
gaseous hydrogen.
The results of Ref. 17 were needed in order to design the beam
system used in the present experiments. First, Ref. 17 showed that the
thermionic emission current from a palladium filament changed by a mea-
surable amount when hydrogen was chemisorbed. Hence the present beam
experiments were feasible. Second, Ref. 17 defined the hydrogen pres-
sure range over which the change in thermionic emission current was
detectable. This information was essential for the beam system design_
as will become evident in Section 4.3.B.
The remainder of this chapter will discuss the design and instru-
mentation of the beam system, as well as several of the operating para-
meters. The details of the operating procedure will be discussed in the
next chapter.
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4.2 Vacuum Pumping Equipment
The importance of clean surfaces was discussed in Chapter i where
it was stated that background pressures in the neighborhood of 10 -9 torr
were required for conditions of reasonable cleanliness. The pumping ar-
rangement used in the present experiments achieved backgrounds in this
range. A detailed description of how this was accomplished will be
given in Section 5.2. For the present_ it will suffice to say that the
system was first evacuated with a 1-1/2 hp. mechanical vacuum pump and
a two inch diameter oil diffusion pump which was equipped with a chev-
ron type water cooled baffle to prevent oil from back-streamlng into
the system. This combination yielded a vacuum of about 10 -5 torr. Lower
pressure was then obtained in the vacuum chamber by means of a 50 liter/
second Vac-lon pump (Varian Associates_ Palo Alto_ Califo._ model 912-
6000). The beam source was evacuated with an 8 liter/second Vac-lon
pump (Varian_ model 911-5000). During operation_ the hydrogen intro-
duced into the vacuum chamber by the beam was pumped away by the 50
llter/second Vac-lon pump. This pump is rated at 50 llters/second for
air; however_ it pumps hydrogen at 135 liters/second.
The physical arrangement of these pumps is shown in Fig. 9.
4.3 The Beam Source
The beam source is considered as the part of the apparatus used
to deliver the molecular and atomic beams to the vacuum chamber.
Figure I0 is a schematic drawing of the beam source, while Fig. ii
is a photograph of its components which are external to the vacuum
chamber.
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The three pieces of tungsten-26_ rhenium tubing shown in Fig. i0
were heated electrically to produce the atomic beam. These three pieces
will be referred to as the "oven". Figure 12 is a photograph of the
oven, mounted in the vacuum chamber.
The beam was produced by admitting hydrogen into the beam source
by means of the hydrogen leak as shown in Fig. I0. The control and mea-
surement of the hydrogen pressure in the beam source will be discussed in
Section 4.3.D. From the beam source, the hydrogen effused (as a beam)
through the radial hole in the oven wall. The next five sections will
discuss the beam source design.
4.3.A Thermal Dissociation of Molecular Hydrogen
The beam source delivered a beam of either atomic or molecular
hydrogen. In Section 1.4, it was stated that almost all of the hydrogen
would be dissociated at a temperature of 2400°K. This information comes
from the values of the equilibrium constant for the hydrogen dissociation
reaction given by Huff, Gordon, and Morrell (60) The results (Appendix
C and Fig. 28) show that about 95_ of the hydrogen will be dissociated
at 2400°K, provided the source pressure is below i00 microns. Lower
pressures yield greater dissociation and vice versa. The experimental
work of Lockwood, Helblg, and Everhart (61) approximately confirms the
calculations of Appendix C. They measured the degree of dissociation
of hydrogen flowing from a hot tungsten tube, using a proton beam scat-
tering technique. Their results show that over 87.5_ of the hydrogen
was dissociated at a tube temperature of 2380°K and a pressure of I0
microns.
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4.3.B Operating Pressures and Orifice Diameter
The results of Ref. 17 show that the thermionic emission current
from palladium increases as the ambient hydrogen pressure increases.
This effect is significant over a hydrogen pressure range extending from
10 -8 to 10 -5 torr. It is therefore necessary for the beam to produce
equivalent pressures in this range. By "equivalent" it is meant that
the number of gas particles impinging on the filament per cm 2 per second
from the beam is the same as the impingement rate per cm 2 when the fila-
ment is enveloped in a gaseous environment at a pressure Pe (subscript
e denoting "equivalent").
In order to calculate the beam source pressure and the diameter
of the beam source orifice required to produce Pe_ it is necessary to
know the geometric arrangement of the filament and oven. This is shown
in Fig. 13. A polished stainless steel plate was inserted between the
oven and the filament. This served as an electrical shield and a heat
shield and will be discussed in Section 4.4.E. The plate had a 0.24 cm
hole through which the beam passed. The distance from the oven to the
filament was fixed at 1.27 cm . A smaller dimension would result in a
greater beam intensity at the filament. Rowever, Fig. 13 shows that
a distance less than 1.27 cm would be unreasonable since both the shield
and collector had to fit into this space.
The calculations which determine the equivalent pressure (Pc)
as a function of beam source pressure (Po) and orifice diameter are
shown in Appendix D. The results shown in Fig. 29 indicate that an
orifice diameter of .015 cm is about the smallest size which will
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yield the required equivalent pressures. The beam source pressure is
limited by the requirement that free molecular flow exist in the region
of the orifice.
It was desirable to select as small an orifice diameter as was
practical since the hydrogen coming out of the orifice entered the
vacuum chamber and had to be pumped out during beam operation. A small
orifice size was therefore conducive to maintaining low pressures in the
vacuum chamber. For this reason, an orifice diameter of .015 cm. was
selected.
4.3.C Fabrication of the Oven
The oven dimensions are shown in Fig. i0. A tungsten-26_ rhen-
ium alloy was used since this material has satisfactory strength at
high temperature (2400°K) but is not as brittle as unalloyed tungsten.
Unfortunately, it possesses the same poor machining characteristics as
tungsten.
The .015 cm. orifice was drilled by an electric arc discharge
machine (Elox Corp), using a number 93 steel twist drill as the elec-
trode. The Elox machine was also used to cut the tubing to the proper
size and to drill the larger tubing when necessary.
As shown in Fig. I0, the three pieces of tubing are brazed to-
gether. Because of the high temperatures which prevailed at the brazed
Joints when the oven was heated_ platinum was used as the filler mater-
ial. It was necessary to braze the Joints quickly since the tubing
will oxidize rapidly in air at the melting point of platinum. An oxy-
gen-hydrogen torch was used for the brazing.
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It was necessary to bring both hydrogen and electrical power
through the vacuum chamberwall to the oven. This was accomplished with
two Varian medium current feedthroughs (model 954-5019) as shown in
Fig. I0. The brazed Joints between the oven and the feedthroughs used
a nickel-gold alloy (Nioro) as the filler material.
The electrical power for heating the oven was supplied by pass-
ing II0 volt AC through a Variac and then through a step-down transformer.
The current vs. temperature characteristics of the oven are shown in Fig.
14. Temperatures were measured at the center of the small tube (orifice
location) with an optical pyrometer and were corrected for the emissivity
of tungsten at the operating wavelength of the pyrometer.
4.3.D Control and Measurement of Hydrogen Pressure
Pure hydrogen was admitted to the beam source by means of a heat-
able palladium tube. The palladium tube hydrogen leak (K and B Glass
Apparatus Co., Schenectady, N. Y.) was heated to about 200°C while com-
mercial grade hydrogen was passed through a surrounding Jacket. The
palladium then selectively diffused hydrogen into the beam source. The
purity of the incoming hydrogen was checked with a residual gas analyzer
(Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp._ Pasadena, Calif._ model 21-612).
No gas other than hydrogen was found. The sensitivity of the instrument
was such that a partial pressure of 10 -9 torr of a gas such as nitrogen
could be detected.
The hydrogen flow rate was controlled by a bakeable variable leak
valve (Granville-Philllps Corp., Boulder, Colo.). This valve was very
sensitive and provided excellent control of the hydrogen pressure in the
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beam source. It should be noted that the 8 llter/second Vac-lon pump
shown in Fig. i0 was turned off when the beamwas operating. It was
used only during pumpdown.
Three different gaugeswere used to measure the beamsource
pressure. This was necessary since no single gaugewould accurately
cover the large range of beamsource pressures. Pressures from 10-9
torr to I micron were measuredwith an ionization gauge (VacuumElec-
tronics Corp., Plainview, N. Y., model TG 75). A Pirani gauge (Con-
solidated Vacuum Corp., Rochester, N.Y., model GP-140) measured pres-
sures from i0 microns to 200 microns, while a cold cathode gauge (Vac-
tek Inc., Bedford_ Mass., model 700) bridged the gap from I to I0
microns.
4.3.E Flow-Pressure Relations in the Beam Source
The calculations in Appendix D are based upon the pressure at
the beam source orifice. The pressure gauges were located somewhat
upstream of the orifice, however. This situation requires that the
pressure at the orifice be calculated from the measured pressure. At
first glance this may appear to be a straightforward pressure drop
calculation. For the case in which the oven is not heated this is
true. When the oven is hot however, the computation must include the
effects of dissociation and thermomolecular flow.
The calculations are shown in Appendix E. The results are:
Pg/Po = 1.96 when the oven is at room temperature
Pg/Po = 0.771 when the oven is at 2400°K
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where Pg is the measuredpressure and Po is the pressure at the beam
source orifice. These ratios will be used in the data reduction pro-
cedures.
4.4 Thermionlc Emission from the Filament to the Collector
Measurement of the thermionic emission current from a hot fila-
ment to a collector is usually straightforward. It generally involves
heating the filament_ biasing the collector at an appropriate positive
voltage_ and measuring the current flow from the collector to ground.
The physical arrangement of the equipment used in the present
experiments introduced complications. The tungsten oven acted as an
electron emitter when heated to 2400°K. The 50 liter/sec Vac-lon pump
operated in the vicinity of the collector and presented another possible
source of charged particles which could be attracted by the collector.
These problems were minimized by introducing a stainless steel shield
between the oven and collector_ and by the appropriate biasing of the
various components_ as discussed below.
4.4.A Physical Arrangement of the Components
The physical arrangement of the filament_ collector_ shleld_ and
oven are shown in Fig. 13. The filament was a 0.025 cm. diameter pal-
ladium wire, five cm. long and was heated electrically. The cylindrical
collector was fabricated from 60 mesh stainless steel screen. A 0.48
cm. diameter hole was punched through the collector and was aligned opti-
cally with the beam source orifice and the hole in the shield. This
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permitted the hydrogen beamto impinge upon the center portion of the
filament without interference from the screen.
The shield was madefrom 24 gauge, type 304 stainless steel and
completely shielded the filament and collector from the oven except in
the region of the hole. The portion of the beamwhich passed through
the hole either struck the filament or flowed into the mouth of the Vac-
Ion pump. The remainder of the beamwas deflected into the upstream
region of the vacuumchamber and was eventually removed by the Vac-lon
pump. The shield can be considered as a flow constriction from the
point of view of pumping. The area of the shield was 20.7 cm2, compared
to an area of 82.3 cm2 for the cross section of the vacuum chamber. Thus_
the shield blocked 25.2_ of the flow area. As discussed in Chapter 6,
the effect of this blocking was not significant.
A grid, fabricated from 0.050 cm. diameter nickel wire, was plac-
ed at the mouth of the Vac-Ion pump to prevent charged particles from
leaving the pump. It was biased as described in Section 4.4.D,
Figure 15 is a schematic drawing of the entire system and shows
the arrangement of the power supplies used to bias the various components.
Values used for these bias voltages are discussed in the remainder of
this chapter.
4.4.B Collector Bias and Emission Current Measurement
It has been found that the thermionic emission current from a
hot filament increases as the collector voltage increases. This is as
expected since a higher collector bias (positive voltage) will reduce
the negative space charge in the region of the filament. The space
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charge is caused by the presence of electrons which have been emitted by
the filament and are traveling toward the collector. If the collector
voltage is raised to too high a level (kilovolt range) the thermionic
emission current may be enhanced by a field emission current, which is
not desirable. A collector bias of +190 volts was found to yield emis-
sion currents which could be measured with relative ease (I0 "II ampere
range). Consequently this bias potential was used. A stable power sup-
ply (John Fluke Co., Seattle, Wash., model 407) _ provided the bias volt-
age. This power supply allowed a maximum variation of + 0.I volts at
190 volts.
Measurement of very low currents becomes difficult if the cir-
cuit components pick up extraneous currents which are of the same order
of magnitude as the currents being measured. It is then necessary to
use very good shielding techniques and to find methods of eliminating
low levels of noise. In the present experiments these problems were
eliminated by shielding and by using the +190 volt collector bias.
An electron which leaves the filament and travels to the collec-
tor will arrive with an energy of at least 190 electron volts. This is
potential of either H or H2(42). Consequentlywell above the ionization
the possibility of gaseous hydrogen being ionized by electron collisions
must be considered. When hydrogen is ionized, electrons are freed from
the atoms or molecules. These electrons are attracted by the collector
and will impinge upon it. Thus, the electron flow to the collector will
be due to both the thermlonic emission current and the electrons released
by the ionization of hydrogen. The magnitude of the electron flow due
_Courtesy of Dr. M. Davis, Nuclear Engineering Dept., Univ. of Arizona
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to ionization has been calculated in Appendix F and was found to be
negligible.
The circuit used to measure the emission current is shown in
Fig. 15. The collector was spot welded to a stainless steel rod, which
was attached to a high voltage vacuum feedthrough (Varlan_ model 954-
0006). Electrons which traveled to the collector flowed to ground by
passing through the bias power supply and the microammeter (Hewlett
Packard Co., Palo Alto_ Calif., model 425A). Coaxial cable was used
for all wiring in the measuring circuit.
4.4.C Filament Temperature
The thermlonic emission current from a hot metal surface is
strongly dependent upon the surface temperature. Thus_ it was necessary
to control the filament temperature accurately. The arrangement for
accomplishing this is shown in Fig. 15.
Electrical power to heat the filament came from a 4 volt, 240
ampere hour storage battery which was charged before each set of data
runs was made. The power was brought into the vacuum chamber by means
of an 8 pin electrical feedthrough (Varlan_ model 954-5014). Filament
temperature was controlled by means of a nichrome slide wire reslstor_
and the temperatures were measured at the filament center (hottest point)
with an optical pyrometer (Pyrometer Instrument Co._ Bergenfeld, N. J._
model 95). These temperature measurements were corrected to account
for the palladium emissivity at the operating wavelength of the
pyrometer. A 1-1/2 inch viewing port (Varian, model 954-5041)
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was located in such a manner that both the filament and the oven tempera-
ture could be optically measured through it.
A voltage drop of 1.34 volts across the filament was required to
maintain a temperature of 1,000°C. As shown in Fig. 15, the positive
side of the battery was grounded. The DC potential on the filament there-
fore varied from zero at one end to -1.34 volts at the other. This po-
tential did not vary during data runs, within the accuracy of the volt-
meter (_ 0.02 volts).
4.4.D Oven Bias and Vac-lon Pump Grid Bias
As previously mentloned_ the oven acted as a thermionic emitter
when it was heated (2400°K). In order to inhibit electron emission from
the oven, it was biased at +180 volts with dry cell batteries. An AC
potential of about 1-1/2 volts was superimposed upon the DC bias since
the oven was heated with alternating current. The DC potential was so
much higher than the AC, however, that the effect of the small AC ripple
could not be detected in the data.
A nickel grid was placed at the entrance of the Vac-lon pump and
was biased at -125 volts by means of a DC power supply (Heath Corp._
Benton Harbor, Mich.j model IP-32). The negative bias repelled elec-
trons, and thus prevented them from leaving the pump and entering the
vacuum chamber. Positive particles either impinged upon the grid or
were accelerated by it. These particles could enter the chamber with
an energy in the neighborhood of 125 electron volts (assuming singly
charged particles). Since the collector was biased at +190 volts, the
particles were repelled before they could strike the collector.
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The grid bias was brought into the vacuum chamber via the same
8 pin feedthrough that supplied the filament power,
4.4.E Function of the Shield
The shield acted as both a thermal and an electrical barrier be-
tween the oven and the filament. The thermal effect will be discussed
first.
For the sake of discussion_ assume that the shield is not present.
As described in Section 4.4.C_ the filament temperature was measured with
an optical pyrometer. This could be done quite accurately as long as
the oven was not heated. When the oven was hot_ however, the visible
spectrum which it radiated masked the spectrum radiated by the filament
and the fila-_nt temperature could not be measured.
An attempt was made to determine the change in the electrical re-
sistance of the filament due to radiant heating by the oven• This was
done 5y observing the current flow through the filament from the constant
voltage battery with an ammeter (see Fig. 15). The resistance could then
be calculated from Ohmts Law. The ammeter was capable of detecting a 2_
current change. The current remained the same with the oven either hot
or cold. The lack of a current change must be attributed to the sensiti-
vity of the ammeter since the presence of the hot oven undoubtably in-
creased the filament temperature somewhat•
The problem was minimized by introducing a radiation shield be-
tween the oven and the filament. Radiant energy could be transmitted
through the 0.24 cm hole in the shield_ but this was the only passage
available. By using the shield arrangement_ the filament temperature
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could be set while the even was c_id_ after _hich the oven could be
heate3.
The filament temperature weuld be expected to rise slightly
when tl_e oven was heated, even with the shield installed. Indications
are that this did occur. Y.owever_ the temperature rise was sraall and
did not _ffect the data significantly. This will be discussed further
in Section 6.5.
The possibility of gas particles ionizing on the hot oven sur-
face had to be considered. Although the degree of ionization of hydro-
gen is negligible at 2400°K (62), it is possible that some of the back-
ground gases would ionize at this temperature. Thus_ the shield was
biased at +150 volts in order to attract any electrons released by the
ionization process. Positive ions were repelled. The positive bias
also inhibited sny thermionic emission from the shield.
4.5 The Vacuum Chamber
The vacuum chamber consisted of a single piece of 4 inch diame-
tcr_ II gauge, type 304 stainless steel tubing which was 12-3/4 inches
long. Ten radial access po_ts were provided for the mounting of elec-
trical feedthrcughs_ a viewing port_ an ion gauge, and other equipment
required for the experiments. The access ports were fabricated from
1-1/2 inch diameter, 16 gauge, type 304 stainless steel tubing. Varian
CcnFlat flanges were welded to the ends of both the vacuum chamber and
the access Forts.
The varicus vacuum feedthroughs were bolted to the access ports;
all of the bolted joints utilized Yarian ConFlat flanges. This flange
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design consists essentially of a circular knife edge on each flange.
The knife edges of two mating flanges are separated by a copper gas-
ket. When the flanges are tightened, the knife edges deform the gasket
and a vacuum seal is formed. These Joints are bakeable and very reli-
able.
The vacuum system was leak checked with a helium leak detector
(Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp., modei 24-120) when necessary.
Photographs of the vacuum system and associated equipment are
shown in Figs. 16 and 17.
Chapter 5
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
5.1 General
The experimental procedures will be discussed in four parts.
First_ the techniques used for achieving ultra-high vacuum conditions
will be described. The second part will deal with the procedure used
for determining thermionic emission current as a function of hydrogen
beam intensity. Part three will describe the method used for deter-
mining the pressure in the vacuum chamber during beam operation. Fi-
nally_ the data reduction procedures will be described.
5.2 Obtaining Vacuum Conditions
The arrangement of the various vacuum pumps and valves is shown
in Fig. 9. The system was first evacuated to about 25 microns with the
mechanical pump. When this pressure was obtained_ the oil diffusion
pump was turned on and chilled water (50°F) was passed through the baf-
fle. This pumping combination reduced the system pressure to about
10-5 torr.
Bakeout commenced when the pressure was in the 10 -5 torr range.
Insulating walls were placed around the system_ and three i_000 watt
electrical resistance heaters were actuated. The temperature was raised
to 250°C over a period of about 6 hours. When the bakeout temperature
(250°C) was reached_ both Vac-lon pumps were turned on. The pressure
then fell to the 10-6 torr range in about 12 hours.
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At this point_ the ionization gauges_ hydrogen leak 3 and cold
cathode gaugewere outgassed. It should be noted that these components
were outgassed while the system was baking.
After outgassing_ the valves leading from the vacuum chamber and
the leak system to the diffusion pump were closed. All pumping was done
by the Vac-lon pumps from this point on. After baking the system for
another 24 hours_ the pressure in the vacuum chamber and the leak sys-
tem were both in the 10 -7 torr range. The hydrogen oven was then out-
gassed by slowly heating it to 23000°K and maintaining this temperature
for about two hours.
Bakeout was then continued for an additional 24 hours_ after
which the system was slowly cooled (about 6 hours for cooling). Thus_
the pumpdown and bakeout procedure required about 3 days.
The background pressure after cooling varied somewhat from bake-
out to bakeout. The minimum pressure attained in the vacuum chamber
after bakeout was 8x10 -I0 torr_ while the maximum was 3x10 -9 torr. Back-
ground pressure in the leak system was about double that in the vacuum
chamber.
The filament and the collector were the only metal parts which
were outgassed after bakeout. This was done to minimize the possibility
of filament burnout. The filament was outgassed by electrical heating.
The collector was cleaned by electron bombardment_ utilizing the electrons
emitted by the hot filament. 0utgasslng of these two components did not
raise the background pressure significantly. Pressures remained in the
10 -9 tort region.
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5.3 Obtaining Thermionic Emission Current Data
The thermionic emission current from the palladium filament was
measured under four sets of conditions, with similar procedures being
used for all four. These conditions were:
I. Filament at 1,000°C, oven at room temp. (molecular beam)
2. Filament at 1,000°C, oven at 2,400°K (atomic beam)
3. Filament at 1,100°C, oven at room temp.
4. Filament at 1,100°C, oven at 2,400°K
5.3.A Filament and Oven Operation
Filament temperature was controlled by a slide wire resistor, as
described in Section 4.4.0. The first step was to determine the slide
wire settings which yielded temperatures of 1,000°C and 1,100°C. This
was done by varying the slide wire position while monitoring the fila-
ment temperature with an optical pyrometer. The settings which gave the
desired temperatures were recorded so that these temperatures could be
reproduced when the filament could not be observed optically. An ammeter
was used to measure the filament heating current (Fig. 15). The ammeter
readings corresponding to the two filament temperatures of interest were
also noted.
The filament was then cooled and bias voltages were applied to
the various components as discussed in the previous chapter. The ioni-
zation gauge used to measure the vacuum chamber pressure was turned off
since it was a source of unwanted charged particles.
The microammeter was then turned on. It indicated small currents
when the filament was cold. This was attributed to electrical pickup
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by the circuit components and wiring. These currents were negated by
the null box (Gyra Electronics Corp._ La Grange, III., model CS-57)
shown in Fig. 15. The null box was a stable battery supply_ capable
of supplying small currents. The output of the null box was placed
across the microammeter and was then adjusted so that the meter indicat-
ed zero.
The next paragraph applies only to operation with the oven hot
(atomic beam). The procedure for molecular beam operation (oven at
room temp.) will then be continued.
The oven was brought up to temperature after the microameter
was zeroed. Heating the oven caused the vacuum chamber pressure to in-
crease. The oven was kept at 2,400°K and the vacuum chamber was pumped
down for about an hour before any hydrogen was admitted. This procedure
resulted in a background pressure of about 6x10 -9 torr in the neighbor-
hood of the filament. Since the microammeter was zeroed before the oven
was heated_ any current flow indicated by the meter could be attributed
to heating the oven and the shield. The magnitude of this current was
about 10 -12 amperes. This was negated by adjusting the null box output
so that the microammeter again indicated zero.
The filament was then heated to either l_O00°C or l_100°C_ de-
pending upon the data run. The current indicated by the microammeter
was the thermlonlc emission current from the filament to the collector
at the initial experimental conditions (hydrogen beam not operating,
vacuum chamber at background pressure). This will be referred to as Io.
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5.3.B Beam Operation
The control and measurement of the hydrogen pressure in the beam
source was discussed in Section 4.3.D. The operating procedure consisted
of maintaining a given pressure in the beam source and recording the
thermionic emission current corresponding to that pressure. The source
pressure was then increased and the emission current was again recorded_
etc. Beam source pressure was varied from 3x10 -9 torr to 150 microns
during the course of a data run. The pressure at each data point was
held constant until the emission current remained stable for at least
15 seconds.
Data were taken as the beam source pressure increased and also
as it decreased. If these two sets of data did not agree, it might be
indicative of the palladium absorbing hydrogen. Agreement between
the two data sets was good, as discussed in Sections 6.2 and 6.3.
Experiments were made using two different filaments. Both fila-
ments came from the same roll of wlre_ which had a purity of 99.999_
(Leytess Metal and Chemical Corp,_ New York).
5.4 Vacuum Chamber Pressure Durln$ Beam Operation
During operation_ hydrogen flowed from the oven into the vacuum
chamber in the form of a molecular or an atomic beam. This flow caused
an increase in the vacuum chamber pressure. Since the magnitude of this
increase might bear upon the validity of the experimental data_ runs were
made in which vacuum chamber pressures were recorded. The pressure in-
crease had a small effect on the data_ as will be discussed subsequently.
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The procedure followed for determining vacuum chamber pressure
during beam operation was straightforward. Hydrogen was admitted to the
leak system and the beam was operated in its normal manner_ both hot and
cold. Vacuum chamber pressures were measured at two positlons_ as de-
scribed below.
Section 4.4.A discussed the fact that the shield acted as a flow
constriction to hydrogen being pumped out of the vacuum chamber. For
this reason it was necessary to measure the pressure both upstream and
downstream of the shield. Upstream pressure was measured by a nude ion
gauge (Fig. 15). The downstream pressure was determined by measuring the
current flow to the 50 liter/sec Vac-lon pump. The current is propor-
tional to the pressure inside the pump. Calibration curves of current
vs. pressure are provided by the manufacturer.
The downstream pressure was lower than the upstream pressure_ as
expected. The upstream pressure did not affect the data while the down-
stream pressure had a small effect since the filament was located in the
downstream region. The magnitude of this effect will be discussed in
Section 6.4.
Thermionlc emission data was not taken during these pressure
runs since the nude ion gauge was operating.
5.5 Data Reduction
The raw data was in the form of emission current as a function
of the pressure indicated by the leak system gauges. Both of these
parameters were multiplied by appropriate constants in order to present
the data in its final form.
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The thermionlc emission current (Io) , which was measured with
the beam not operating and the vacuum chamber at background pressure_
varied somewhat from run to run. To negate the effect of this small
varlatlon_ all of the emission currents (I) were divided by Io. This
resulted in a "normalized" current (I/Io). The quantity I/I o was
plotted rather than the thermlonic emission current (1).
It was desirable to plot I/I o vs. Pequlvalent since this
appeared to be the clearest manner of presenting the data. Pequlvalent
was defined in Section 4,3,B. It is the condition for which the number
of gas particles impinging on the filament per cm 2 per second from the
beam is the same as the impingement rate per cm 2 when the filament is
enveloped in a gaseous environment at a pressure Pequivalent • In order
to present the data in this formj the gauge pressures (raw data) were
multiplied by the conversion factors calculated in Appendices C and D.
Chapter 6
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
6.1 General
Experiments were performed under the four sets of conditions
listed in Section 5.3_ using two different palladium filaments. The
results obtained from the first filament are shown in Fig. 18_ while
Fig. 19 presents the data acquired with the second filament.
6.2 Molecular Beam Results
Curve 1 in Fig. 18 and curve 5 in Fig. 19 show the results of
the molecular beam runs with the filament at 1,000°C. Curve 1 was con-
structed from data taken during two runs; all of the data points fell
within the envelope shown.
The two sets of data which constitute curve 1 appear to be in
good agreement and the spread is within the limits of experimental
error_ as discussed in Section 6.5. Curve 1 compares favorably with the
results of Ref. 17. The maximum value of I/I o was about 3-1/2 at a
pressure of 5x10 -6 in Ref. 17; curve 1 shows a value of about 4-1/4 at
this equivalent pressure. The general shape of curve 1 also compares
well with the results of Ref. 17.
The data presented in curve 5 of Fig. 19 were obtained in the
same manner as those shown in curve I. However_ a different palladium
filament was used. The two curves agree we11_ with the maximum value
of I/I o being 3.8 for curve 5.
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As stated in the previous chapter, data were taken as the beam
source pressure was increased and also as it decreased. There was
some spread in the data acquired under these two conditions. However,
this was no greater than the spread which appeared between different
runs. It should be noted that the emission currents measured while the
beam source pressure was decreasing were generally slightly higher than
those observed during increasing pressure operation. This may or may
not be indicative of an absorption hysteresls effect. The present ex-
perlmental equipment was not designed to measure this effect with any
degree of accuracy. It can be measured with an arrangement such as that
used by Moore and Unterwald (55) .
The data show that the thermlonic emission current increases
as the beam intensity increases_ indicating that the chemlsorbed hydro-
gen forms a surface dipole layer with the positive side outermost. This
will be discussed in the next chapter.
The limits of free molecular flow from the beam source are shown
in Figs. 18 and 19 for both a hot and a cold source. This limit was
taken as the beam source pressure at which the mean free path of a gas
particle in the source was ten times the diameter of the beam source
orifice (see Appendix D). Molecular beam data are plotted somewhat be-
yond this limit. The end points of curves i and 5 correspond to the
mean free path being seven times the orifice diameter.
The data which were taken with the molecular beam operating while
the filament was held at 1,100°C are plotted as curve 3. These results
are from a single run. The curve has higher emission current values
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than curves I and 5, but has lower values of I/I o. This result is as
expected; higher filament temperatures increase the emission current
but reduce the coverage of chemisorbed hydrogen.
6.3 Atomic Beam Results
The results obtained by operating the atomic beam while the
filament was at l_O00°C are shown in curve 2 of Fig. 18 and curve 6 of
Fig. 19. Curve 2 contains data taken during three runs_ while curve 6
is constructed from two runs. As in the case of molecular beam operatlon_
data were taken both as the beam source pressure increased and as it de-
creased. Once again_ the spread in the data taken under these two con-
ditions was not greater than the spread between different runs. All of
the data points fell within the envelopes shown in the figures. Curves
2 and 6 represent data from two different filaments. They are in good
agreement_ with the maximum values of I/I o being 3.2 for curve 2 and 2.9
for curve 6.
Curve 4 presents the data from an atomic beam run with the fila-
ment at l_100°C. It is very similar to the molecular beam data at this
filament temperature_ for the same reasons.
The values of I/I o are consistently lower for the atomic beam
experiments than for molecular beam operation. This fact is the most
significant piece of information derived from the data. It indicates
that when a palladium filament at 1,000°C is exposed to atomic and molecu-
lar beams of equal intenslty_ more hydrogen is chemlsorbed on the fila-
ment from the molecular beam than from the atomic beam. The reasons for
this will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.
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6.4 Effect of Vacuum Chamber Pressure
Vacuum chamber pressure was measured as a function of equivalent
beam pressure_ with the beam source hot and cold. Chamber pressures were
measured both upstream and downstream of the shield_ as described in
Section 5.4.
These data were acquired in order to determine whether or not the
vacuum chamber pressure had an effect on the validity of the data dis-
cussed in Sections 6.2 and 6.3. Since the vacuum chamber pressure after
bakeout was in the 10 -9 torr range and rose only during beam operatlon 3
it can be assumed that chamber pressures greater than about 10 -9 were due
to the presence of hydrogen.
The ambient hydrogen pressure in the region of the filament can
be taken as the pressure measured in the downstream portion of the va-
cuum chamber since the filament was located downstream of the shield.
Figures 20 and 21 show that this pressure remained below 10 -7 torr
throughout the experiments. This chamber pressure was present when the
equivalent beam pressure was in the 10 -4 torr range and the corresponding
value of I/I o was in the neighborhood of 3 to 4. Now_ Ref. 17 shows that
an ambient hydrogen pressure of 10-7 torr corresponds to a value of I/I o
of about 1.2. Thus_ the error introduced by the ambient hydrogen can
be estimated as 0.2/3.0_ or about 6.7_. This is slightly greater than
the spread in the data shown in Figs. 18 and 19. This error was not
significant as will be shown in the next section.
The upstream pressures were somewhat greater, reaching a maximum
of l.Sx10 -7 for the hot beam source conditions. Upstream pressures
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were measured so that their effect on beamscattering could be determined.
The pressures are low enough so that beamscattering is negligible. The
mean free path of a hydrogen molecule at a pressure of 10-7 torr is about
105 cm (see Appendix D) while the distance from the beamorifice to the
filament is only 1.25 cm.
The above discussion indicates that the vacuum chamber pressures
were low enough so that the difference between the H and H 2 data shown
in Figs. 18 and 19 was not significantly affected.
6.5 Error Analysis
There are two general forms that an error analysis can take.
The first form is more mathematical in nature and involves the use of
statistical methods to minimize random errors and to maximize the reli-
ability of the data (63). The second method is less sophisticated and
depends more upon the Judgement of the investigator to evaluate the signi-
ficance of various error sources (64). The quantity of data taken in the
present experiments is not large enough for the application of statis-
tical methods. Therefore_ the following discussion will attempt to es-
timate the magnitudes of the various errors which are present.
6.5.A Sources of Errors and Their Magnitudes
Several of the error sources have been described in earlier
sections. They will be included here for the sake of completeness.
i. Measurement of the filament temperature
The filament temperature was measured with an optical pyrometer.
A value of 0.3 was used for the emissivity of palladium. The error
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involved in this measurementwas determined by first finding the slide
wire resistor setting and the current which corresponded to 1,000°C.
The resistor was placed at the predetermined setting and the temperature
was measured. This procedure was repeated several times. All tempera-
tures were within _lO°C of the first temperature meaSurement. Thus, the
error due to the uncertainty of the filament temperature can be estimated
as _10°C. The +10°C spread represents operator error, not instrument
error. Any error in the calibration of the instrument would be a source
of constant error and would not contribute to the data spread. The
pyrometer was factory calibrated in July, 1964. Calibration standards
were supplied by the National Bureau of Standards.
The significance of the 10°Cerror in the filament temperature
can be estimated by using the Richardson-Dushmanequation. The result
shows that a 10°C error at 1000°Cwill result in an emission current
error of about 8_.
Four of the curves shown in Figs. 18 and 19 were plotted from
data taken during two or more runs (curves 1,2,5, and 6). The spread
in each of these curves is of the order of 6_, and this spread is at-
tributed to the 10°C uncertainty in the filament temperature. Figures
18 and 19 indicated that the spread is not excessive in the sense that
it will not interfere with interpretation of the data.
2. Filament temperature increase due to heating the oven
The problem of radiant heat transfer from the hot oven to the
filament was discussed in Section 4.4.E. The shield helped to minimize
7_
this transfer_ but did not eliminate it. Thus_ an error exists due to
the fact that the filament temperature was slightly higher during atomic
beamoperation than it was during the molecular beamexperiments.
The magnitude of this temperature increase can be estimated by
considering the values of I o with the oven hot and with it cold. By
averaging the I o values given in Figs. 18 and 19_ the ratio lOhot oven/
l°eold oven = 1.19 is obtained. Again using the Richardson-Dushman
equation_ this corresponds to a temperature difference of about 15°C.
This error applies only to data taken with the oven hot.
Since a higher filament temperature results in lower hydrogen
coverage_ it is possible that the values of I/I o shown in curves 2 and
6 of Figs. 18 and 19 may be somewhat low. The magnitude of this error
can be estimated as follows. The maximum value of I/I o shown by curve
2 is about 3.0. This point corresponds to atomic beam operation with
Pe equal to l. Tx10 -5 torr and the filament at 1000°C. Curve 4 shows a
maximum I/I o value of 1.3. This point corresponds to the conditions
just given_ except that the filament temperature is at ll00°C. The
change in I/I o which results from a change in filament temperature can
be expressed as
_I/Io 3.0-1.3
AT i00 - 0.017 per °C
at the stated pressure and temperature range. A temperature error of
15°0 will thus cause an error in I/I o of
(I/lo)erro r = (0.017)(15) = 0.255
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Expressed as a percentage, the error is 0.25/3.0 or 8.5_.
Even if curves 2 and 6 were increased by 8.5_o, they would still
fall below curves I and 5, and the atomic beamwould still yield lower
values of I/I o than the molecular beam. It should also be noted that
the 15°C error was estimated by attributing the entire difference be-
tween the values of I o to filament temperature differences. Part of the
discrepancy is probably due to that nebulous catchall called "operator
error", and the 15°C estimate is certainly a maximumvalue.
3. Emission current increase due to heating the oven
Section 5.3.A discusses the fact that small currents were noted
when the oven w_s heated while the filament was cold. These currents
were attributed to either thermlonic emission from the oven and shield,
or to the ionization of background gases by the oven surface.
This error was compensatedfor, as discussed in Section 5.3.A,
and is therefore considered as being negligible.
4. Error due to hydrogen in the vacuumchamber
The error caused by the small hydrogen pressure in the vacuum
chamber (see Section 6.4) varied from 0_oat low beam intensities to about
7_ at the maximumbeamintensity. Thus, the net effect of this error was
to slightly increase all values of I/l o at the higher values of Pe" This
error (about 7_ at higher values of Pe ) was about the same for either
atomic or molecular beam operation. Therefore_ it would tend to raise all
of the curves by about the same amount. Thus, there would be an error
in the absolute magnitude of I/lo, but this would have practically no
effect when comparing one curve to another.
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5. Electronic equipment
The caliber of the electronic equipment is always a consideration
when errors are discussed. The three electronic components (power supply,
microammeter, and null box) used in the circuit which measured the therm-
ionic emission current were all precision components. The power supply
used to bias the collector was capable of maintaining 190 volts within
+0.I volts. No drift was detected when the null box was used to zero
the microammeter. The power supplies used to bias the shield and the
Vac-lon pumpgrid were of lower quality. These were capable of maintain-
ing the bias voltages within + 1.0 volts. However, small instabilities
could be tolerated at the shield and at the Vac-lon pumpgrid.
No significant error is attributed to the electronic equipment.
6. Discrepancies between data taken with different filaments
The largest discrepancy which appears in Figs. 18 and 19 is the
spread between data taken from the two different filaments. This amounts
to about 14_ comparedto about a 6_ spread for different runs with the
same filament. The 14_ discrepancy can be attributed to differences in
the geometric arrangement of the filament and collector for the two sets
of data.
Filaments were changed by removing the old one and spot welding
a new one to the filament power input leads. The new filament was then
aligned in the collector by eye. Under these conditions_ exact reproduc-
tion of the geometry was not possible.
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6.6 Effect of Errors on the Validity of the Data
When considering the effect of errors on data validity_ there
is one question which must be considered. What is the data going to
be used for? In the present experiments we are attempting to gain some
knowledge about the reactions described in Section 3.2 and we want to
know whether more hydrogen is chemisorbed on a pali_dium surface from
an atomic or a molecular beam.
From the preceding discussion_ it can be firmly concluded that
the values of I/I o are higher for molecular beam operation than for
atomic beam operation for the conditions used in the present experiments.
It is this piece of information that will shed some light on the mechan-
ism of hydrogen chemisorbing on palladium.
Chapter 7
DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
7.1 Polarity of the Dipole Layer
The curves of Figs. 18 and 19 show that the thermionic emission
current from the filament increases as the equivalent hydrogen pressure
increases. Thus, hydrogen chemisorption decreases the work function.
The work function decrease is caused by chemisorbed hydrogen forming a
positively charged layer on the palladium surface.
The problem of predicting the polarity of the dipole layer form-
ed by chemisorbed hydrogen was discussed in Section 2.4.A. It was found
that this quantity could not be predicted from the currently available
theory.
Reference 17 contains data showing the change in the thermionic
emission current of palladium at l,O00°C due to the chemisorption of
molecular hydrogen. The emission current increased as the ambient hy-
drogen pressure increased. The results of the present beam experiments
are in accord with this.
7.2 The Reaction Equations and the Data
The data presented in Figs. 18 and 19 show that the values of
I/I o are higher for molecular beam operation than for the atomic beam
experiments. Since chemisorbed hydrogen reduces the work function of
palladium, the higher emission currents observed during molecular beam
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operation indicate that more hydrogen is chemisorbed from the molecular
beamthan from the atomic beam.
The reaction mechanismswere discussed in Chapter 3. It was con-
cluded that if more hydrogen was chemisorbed from the molecular beam
than from the atomic beam, it would indicate that the sticking coeffic-
ient of molecular hydrogen on palladium is greater than that of atomic
hydrogen on palladium for the conditions of the present experiments.
This is the case.
The theory of sticking coefficients is not well understood at
present. Numerical values of the sticking coefficient are not generally
calculated from flrstprinciples; they come from experimental data.
The next four sections will attempt to explain why the sticking
coefficient of H is lower than that of H 2 in the present experiments.
It will be seen that arguments based upon the heats of adsorption fail
to explain the data. Consideration of the energy transfer mechanism
between an impinging gas particle and a surface, however, provides a
reasonable explanation.
7.3 Heats of Adsorption
The heat of adsorption is a measure of the bond strength between
the adsorbate and adsorbent. Generally, a higher heat of adsorption in-
d:cates a higher probability that a gas particle impinging on a metal
surface will be adsorbed.
The adsorption of molecular hydrogen can be visualized as follows:
I. A molecule impinges on the surface and is physically adsorbed,
with a heat of adsorption of about 0.2 kcal/mole (see Section 3.4).
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2. The physisorbed molecule takes energy from the crystal lattice
and dissociates. The dissociation energy of H2 is 103 kcal/mole (65)
It should be noted that the metal is cooled locally in the region in
which the dissociation occurs since energy is removedfrom the lattice
in this vicinity.
3. The resulting atoms are chemisorbedwith a heat of adsorption of
65 kcal/mole of atoms(66)
The chemisorption of gaseousatomic hydrogen involves only the
third step.
The molecular physisorption (Step i) has a weak bond. Hence, the
probability of a molecule desorbing after it has been adsorbed is high.
The calculations in Section 3.4 showthat the residence time of an H2
molecule on a palladium surface is of the sameorder of magnitude as
the period of oscillation of a surface palladium atom. Consequently
a physlsorbed hydrogen molecule must dissociate quickly or it risks
desorption. Atoms chemisorbing from the gas phase do not go through
this process.
Based upon heat of adsorption considerations, it would appear
that more hydrogen should be adsorbed from an atomic beamthan from a
molecular beam. Since the data showsthe opposite, another effect must
be present which affects chemisorption more strongly than the heats of
adsorption, for the conditions of the present experiments.
7.4 Energy Transfer from a Gas to a Metal Lattice
A gas particle which is adsorbed on a metal surface can be
visualized as oscillating in a potential well near the surface. This
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is shownschematically in Fig. 22. The depth of the potential well (D)
corresponds to the heat of adsorption (or bond energy).
A particle approaching the surface possesses kinetic energy.
Whenit collides with a surface atom (or atoms) part of this kinetic
energy is transferred to the lattice. The particle will then rebound
from the surface. If the energy exchangeduring the collision was in-
efficient_ the particle may still possess enough energy to escape from
the potential well and adsorption will not occur. If sufficient energy
was transferred to the lattice_ the particle will be trapped in the
well. This constitutes adsorption.
The data of Figs. 18 and 19 may be understood in terms of the
energy transfer between the atom or molecule and the adsorbent lattice.
7.5 Analytical Studies of the Energy Transfer from a Gas Particle
to a Lattice
The problem of the energy transfer between a gas particle and a
crystal lattice has been attempted analytically, and a limited amount
of information is available in the literature. The analytical procedures
used involve several assumptions_ and the authors usually state that
while the results are not quantitatively accurate_ the trends which are
indicated are probably valid. The general methods and assumptions used
will be discussed below.
Zwanzig (67) considered the problem in one dimension. He repre-
sented the crystal as a seml-infinite chain of harmonic oscillators each
having a lattice force constant k_ as shown in Fig. 23. The interaction
potentials which were chosen to represent the forces between the gas
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atom and the lattice had to be amenable to analytic treatment. One of
these (truncated harmonic oscillator potential) is shown in Fig. 23.
The potential well has the parabolic shape representative of a harmonic
oscillator. However, the interaction between the gas particle and the
surface ends abruptly when the separation between these particles is
greater than a predetermined distance R. The interaction potentials
used in the calculations were not realistic, but they were amenable to
analytical treatment.
Zwanzig solved the equations of motion for two cases_ _ = 1/2
and B = i, using the truncated harmonic oscillator potential. _ is the
ratio of the mass of the gas particle to the mass of a lattice atom
(M/m in Fig. 23).
For these cases_ he found the following results:
At _ = 1/2 Ec/D = 2.394
= I Ec/D- 24.54
Ec is defined as the critical kinetic energy of the incoming gas particle.
If it possesses kinetic energy in excess of Ec_ it will not adsorb. D
is the potential well depth.
These results show that as _ decreases 3 Ec/D decreases and the
efficiency of the energy exchange due to the collision is diminished.
The values of _ in the present experiments are small:
_molecular beam = 0.0189
_atomlc beam = 0.0094
The weaknesses of this analysis have been summarized by Zwanzig(67).
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"Three major approximations have been made in the formu-
lation of the preceding models. Classical mechanics is used,
the models are one dimensional, and the interactions are not
realistic. Because of these approximations the results can-
not be quantitatively correct; but the qualitative features
which appear ought to be reliable.
The error introduced into these calculations by using
classical mechanics is difficult to estimate. However, we
feel that it should not be serious except perhaps for very
light molecules."
In addition to the above assumptions, the lattice was considered at rest
initially. This corresponds to a lattice at absolute zero of temperature.
Goodman(68) extended the analysis to the three dimensional case.
Other than this, his assumptions were the same as Zwanzig's. He found
that the energy transferred in a gas-surface collision was less for the
3D lattice than for the ID case. The difference between the two dimin-
ished as _ decreased.
Using the 3D results, Goodman then calculated the accommodation
coefficients of five noble gases cn clean tungsten, using the Lennard-
Jores 6-12 potential as the interaction potential. The accommodation
coefficient is defiped as
T 1 - T 2
T 3 - T 2
where _ = acco_odation coefficient
T I = temperature of the gas leaving the surface
T 2 = temperature of the gas impinging on the surface
T3 = temperature of the metal surface
Thus, the accommodation coefficient can be used as a measure of
the efficiency of the energy transfer between the gas and the lattice.
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A value of _ = I would result if the gas leaving the surface was at
the surface temperature.
The calculated results showthat the accommodationcoefficient
decreases as the massof the gas particle diminishes. The highest value
of _ was found for xenon and the lowest for helium. These calculated
results were comparedwith the experimental results of Thomasand Scho-
field (69) . While the magnitudes of the values of _ did not agree, the
trends were in the samedirection. Lighter atoms had lower values of _.
McCarroll and Ehrlich (70) _xtended the one dimensional case con-
siderably. They used the samemodel and interaction potential as shown
in Fig. 23. However, their investigation covered a large spectrum of
values of the various parameters. They were able to do this by program-
ming the equations for a digital computer.
Their results are shownin Fig. 24. The parameters which are
plotted are somewhatdifferent than those used by Zwanzig(67). In these
calculations, the width of the potential well (truncated harmonic oscil-
lator, Fig. 23) was kept constant. The potential well depth was then
varied by changing the value of ko_ where ko is the harmonic force con-
stant between the gas particle and the lattice surface atom. The quan-
tity _, which is plotted as the abcissa, is the ratio ko/k. Thus, the
depth of the potential well (D) is implicitly included in the quantity
of Fig. 24.
The quantity Ec/QL is plotted as the ordinate. Ec is again the
maximum kinetic energy which a gas particle can possess if it is to be
adsorbed. QL is the binding energy of an atom in a homogeneous lattice.
The trends shownin Fig. 24 agree with those of Refs. 67 and 68.
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7.6 Energy Transfer in the Present Experiments
The values of _ plotted in Fig. 24 are not low enough for the
present experiments. _ for atomic hydrogen and palladium can be taken
as the ratio of the atomic welghts_ which is 0.0094. For molecular
hydrogen_ it is twice this value. The lowest value of _ plotted is 0.25.
Figure 24 does give the trends for the energy transfer_ however_ and the
results of the present experiments can be qualitatively analyzed by these
trends.
Figure 24 shows that the value of Ec decreases as _ decreases_
assuming QL is held constant. Since QL is the lattice binding energy_
it is a constant in the present experiments. These curves also show
that the effect of _ diminishes as _ is reduced. This would indicate
that the depth of the adsorption potential well becomes less important
as _ decreases. The values of Ec/QL become very small for low values
of _, at all of the plotted values of _.
The values of E/QL (E is the kinetic energy of an incoming
particle) in the present experiments can be estimated. Kittel (23)
gives the cohesive energy of palladium as 93 kcal/mole at room tempera-
ture. This can be used as QL' The kinetic energy of the beam particles
can be taken as 3/2 kT_ where k is Boltzmann's constant. Doing this
E
-- = 0.0153
QL molecular beam
E
-- = O. 122
QL atomic beam
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The value of _ for the atomic case can be estimated as the ratio
of the heat of chemisorption to the lattice binding energy. This quantity
is 65/93 or 0.7. The curves for low values of _ are fairly flat in this
region of _.
Figure 24 indicates that a value of E/QL of 0.122 mayvery well
be above the critical kinetic energy for adsorption. The fact that less
hydrogen is chemisorbed on palladium from an atomic beamthan from a
molecular beamis thus attributed to the energy exchange mechanism. The
slower moving molecules (300°K) transfer sufficient energy to the lattice
to cause their adsorption. The faster moving atoms (2400°K) are less
successful in surrendering their kinetic energy through collision with
the surface.
It is unfortunate that the data of Figs. 18 and 19 must be ex-
plained by trends rather than by the numerical values of the curves in
Fig. 24. However_this is the case. Figure 24 respresents the best
currently available data on the subject of energy transfer from a gas
particle to a solid lattice.
7.7 Dissociation of H2 as the Rate Determining Step
Two questions were posed in Section 1.3. These are restated
below.
I. Is the dissociation of molecular hydrogen the rate determining
step in the chemisorption of H27
2. Is there a significant difference between the sticking coefficients
of atomic and molecular hydrogen on palladium?
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The second question has been answered. For the conditions of
the experiments, the sticking coefficient of molecular hydrogen is
greater than that of atomic hydrogen. This appears to be largely due
to kinetic energy considerations.
The first question cannot be answered completely at this time.
However, the fraction of adsorbed H2 which dissociates before being de-
sorbed can be estimated. The estimate involves several assumptions.
Consequently_ the answer will be an order of magnitude answer only. The
procedure will be as follows.
i. The ratio 8atomic/Smolecular will be calculated. 8atomic is
the fraction of the surface covered with atomic hydrogen during atomic
beamoperation; 8molecular is the samequantity for molecular beam
operation. Note that the subscript refers to the modeof operation;
the adsorbed species is atomic hydrogen for both cases.
2. The kinetic energy distribution in both beamswill be calculated.
3. It will be assumedthat the kinetic energy of most of the hydro-
gen molecules is small enough so that energy transfer during a surface
collision does not determine whether or not the molecule is adsorbed. A
reasonable value will be assumedfor the sticking coefficient of H2.
This sticking coefficient will account for factors such as the surface
geometry requirements for atomic adsorption of a diatomic molecule(72) .
For the atomic beam, however, it will be assumedthat energy transfer
is the only effect which prevents gaseousatoms which strike the surface
from chemisorbing. It will be further assumedthat the values of Ec are
the same for both cases. By using the above assumptions and the value
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of 8atomic/Smolecular, the kinetic energy distributions can be compared
in such a way that the fraction of adsorbed H2 which dissociates before
desorbing can be estimated. This procedure will be followed in the next
three sections.
7.7.A Degree of Surface Coverage
The first step is to estimate the ratio of the amount of hydro-
gen adsorbed from the molecular beam to the amount adsorbed from the
atomic beam. A formula for calculating the degree of surface coverage
from the change in work function due to chemisorptlon was given in
Section 2.4.
_ = 4_ nsSa
where _ is the work function change due to chemisorptlon, ns is the num-
ber of adsorption sites per cm 2, 8 is the fraction of the surface cover-
ed with adsorbent, and _ is the dipole moment of the adsorbate-adsorbent
bond.
The quantity a is difficult to evaluate. However, it is not
needed for a ratio since it is the same for either atomic or molecular
beam operation (chemisorption occurs as atoms for both cases).
A#molecular 8molecular
_atomic 8atomic
The values of _ can be estimated from the Richardson-Dushman
equation.
atomic
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[ JIexp _ (_o-$)atomi = exp _-_ atomic
The same procedure can be used to find _molecular" Substituting
the expressions for the _ts into the last equation on pg. 88,
eatomlc in (I/Io) atomic
In (I/lo)molecula remole cu lar
Figure 18 shows that (I/lo)molecula r equals 4 at an equivalent
hydrogen pressure of 3xlO -6 torr. The values of e will be compared for
the condition that the number of atoms impinging on the filament is the
same from both beams. Since there are two atoms per molecule, the value
of (I/lo)atomic will be taken at a pressure of 6xlO "6 torr, which gives
(I/lo)atomic equal to 2.2. Substituting values_
eatomic/emolecula r = 0.56 (I)
It should be recalled that e is the surface fraction covered with atomic
hydrogen, for both cases.
The above ratio also has a second meaning. If the rate of de-
sorption is first order in e, then eatomlc/_molecula r can be taken as
the ratio of the number of incoming hydrogen atoms which are chemlsorhed
atomically under the two operating conditions. This statement will be
proven below.
All of the data were taken during steady state conditions, i.e.,
the rate at which atoms were chemisorbed was equal to the atomic desorp-
tion rate. Assuming that the desorption rate was first order in e,
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adsorption rate = desorption rate = Ce
where C is a constant. The value of C is the same for either atomic
or molecular beamoperation since we are considering only the desorp-
tion of atoms in both cases. The adsorption rate can also be expressed
as the rate at which atoms (from either beam) impinge upon the surface
multiplied by the probability of chemisorption.
adsorption rate = (atomic impingement rate) x S
According to the nomenclature being used_ Satomic is the probability
that an atom in the atomic beamwill chemisorb when striking the sur-
facesand Smolecular is the probability that an atom in the molecular
beam will chemisorb. Note that the definition of Smolecula r is not that
of an ordinary sticking coefficient.
Combining the above relatlons_
Ceatomic _ (atomic impingement rate from the atomic beam) x Satomlc
Cemolec. = (atomic impingement rate from the molec, beam) x Smolec.
Tnu S 3
C_atomic (atomic impingement rate from the atomic beam) x Satomic
COmolec.
Now let the two impingement rates be equal.
- (atomic impingement rate from the molec, beam) x Smolec.
(2)
For this situation_
Eqs. I and 2 can be combined.
Satomic eatomic
emolecular = 0.56 (3)Smo lecular
7.7.B Kinetic Energy Distributions in the Beams
The kinetic energy distributions in the atomic and molecular
beams were derived from the speed distributions and are shown in Figs.
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25 and 26. The speed distribution in a beamis not Maxwellian; the
proportion of faster particles is somewhatgreater in the beamdistri-
bution than in the Maxwell distribution. The percentages shownin the
figures indicate the percent of the beamparticles having kinetic ener-
gies lower than the indicated values. For example, the 4.5_ llne shown
in Fig. 25 corresponds to a kinetic energy of 2.8 kcal/mole. Thus, 4.5_
of the area under the curve lles to the left of 2.8 kcal/mole, or 4.5_
of the particles have kinetic energies below this v_lue. Similarly,
Fig. 26 shows that 90_ of the particles in the molecular beamhave kine-
tic energies below 2.8 kcal/mole.
7.7.C Estimate of the Dissociation of H2
Assume that the kinetic energies of most of the particles in
the molecular beam (say 90_) are below Ec. Thus, the energy exchange
mechanism during collision will not prevent most of the molecules from
_LL=m_U_U_L_. _i_u_e 26 _huw_ chat _uT0 or one moiecuies nave K_netic
energies below Ec if Ec is taken as 2.8 kcal/mole. This value is there-
fore chosen.
Now assume that the value of Ec is the same for both the atomic
and molecular beams. Figure 25 shows that 4.5_ of the atomic beam parti-
cles have kinetic energies below Ec. It is assumed that all of the atoms
which strike the Pd surface with kinetic energies below Ec will chemisorb.
Thus_ the sticking coefficient for the atomic beam (Satomic) is 0.045.
Substituting this value into Eq. 3 of the previous section,
Smolecula r = 0.045/0.56 = 0.08
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It is found that 8_ of the atoms in the molecular beamwhich strike the
surface will chemisorh atomically.
The sticking coefficient of molecular hydrogen (probability that
a molecule which strikes the surface will adsorb_ physically or chemi-
cally) on a hot Pd surface should be about the same as that for H2 on
hot tungsten. This quantity can be taken as 0.3 (73) .
The situation can now be described a little more clearly. Thirty
percent of the molecules which impinge upon the surface are adsorbed_
but only 8_ of the molecules which impinge are chemlsorbed atomically.
The remaining 22_ are desorbed before they dissociate. Consequently_
the fraction of the molecules which dissociate before desorbing is 8/30
or 26.7_.
The assumptions which have been made render this an order of
magnitude calculation. Since the calculated value is 26.7_ it would
be reasonable to say that at least 5_ of the hydrogen molecules which
physisorb on the palladium surface will chemisorb. The remainder will
desorb before dissociating. The fraction which dissociates is signi-
ficant_ not miniscule. It appears that the desorption/dissociation
step shown in Section 3.2 will slow down the H 2 chemisorption reaction
somewhat_ but it would be difficult to Justify calling it the rate de-
termining step of the reaction. The sticking coefficient influences
the chemisorption rate more strongly than the desorption/dlssociation
step_ as discussed in Section 8.I.B.
Chapter 8
CONCLUSIONSANDSUGGESTIONSFORFUTURERESEARCH
8.1 General Conclusions
In view of the discussion of the previous chapter, it seems
reasonable to conclude that the molecular and atomic beam techniques
used are satisfactory for studying differences between atomic and
molecular chemlsorptlon, at least for the case of hydrogen. The heat-
able beam source provides a method of obtaining a well-deflned atomic
hydrogen beam with a minimum of equipment. While it is difficult to
fabricate_ it is easy to operate.
8.I.A Sticking Coefficients
The sticking coefficient of molecular hydrogen at 300°K on
palladium is greater than that of atomic hydrogen at 2400°K on pal-
ladium_ despite the fact that the heat of chemisorption of the atomic
hydrogen is considerably higher than that of the molecular hydrogen.
The difference is attributed to the energy exchange mechanism between
the gas particle and the metal lattice. A slow moving molecule surren-
ders enough kinetic energy during a surface collision so that it is
trapped in the adsorption potential well. The more energetic atoms
must transfer more kinetic energy than the molecules, during the col-
llslon_ if they are to be adsorbed. Many of the atoms are not success-
ful in doing this.
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8.I.B Dissociation of H2 on a Palladium Surface
A significant fraction of the H 2 adsorbed on a palladium surface
will dissociate before it desorbs. An order of magnitude estimate shows
that at least 5 to I0_ of the physisorbed molecules will dissociate. It
is difficult to ascertain whether or not this is the rate determining
step in the adsorption-desorption mechanism of H 2 on palladium since the
dissociation may be considerably greater than the I0_ figure Just given.
The indications are that while dissociation may slow the reaction down
somewhatj it does not act as a serious bottle-neck to the progress of the
reaction. If all of the H 2 which strikes the filament is considered as
being available for the chemisorption reaction, then it can be stated that
more available H2 is lost to the reaction due to the low sticking coeffici-
ent than is lost because of H 2 desorbing before dissociating.
8.2 Suggestions for Future Research
•ne resuiEs op_azn_d Zzum Lh_ p_L*L _p_Lim_uL_ iL_v_ i_diu_d
a need for additional experimental and theoretical work. Some of this
experimental work can be done with the present beam system, while some
will require new equipment and techniques.
8.2.A Analytical Energy Transfer Studies
The sticking coefficient results have significance to analysts
working with the energy transfer problem. These results are quite in-
teresting since they indicate that, under certain conditions_ the proba-
bility of a gas particle being adsorbed is more strongly dependent upon
the kinetic energy of the particle than upon the strength of the
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adsorption bond. This is in general accord with the analytical re-
suits of Refs. 67, 68, and 70.
A first step would be to see if McCarroll could run his analyt-
ical procedure(70) for the conditions used herein_ and compareresults.
8.2.B Experiments with the Existing Beam System
It would be of interest to repeat the present experiments using
nickel and platinum in place of palladium. Referring to Fig. 24, such
experiments would yield data at different values of _, while the values
of QL would vary by only about 20_ (23). In addition, the heats of cheml-
sorption of hydrogen on nickel, platinum, and palladium are close to
each other (6) . Consequently, the values of k o would be similar. The data
obtained from all three metals could be compared with the trends predict-
ed in Refs. 67, 68, and 70.
It would also be of interest to obtain data at a number of oven
temperatures above 2400°K. The fraction of the atomic beam chemisorbed
on a metal surface should decrease as the beam temperature rises 3 if
energy transfer to the lattice is the mechanism governing chemisorption.
8.2.C Sticking Coefficient and Accommodation Coefficient Experiments
The present experiments show that good information concerning
sticking and accommodation coefficients is needed. Some clever methods
have been devised for obtaining such information_ but they have limita-
tions.
McFee and Marcus (74) bombarded several surfaces with a beam of
potassium atoms and were able to determine the velocity distribution
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of the potassium atoms coming from the surface. The temperature of
the potassium atoms could then be found from the velocity distribution.
Consequently, the accommodationcoefficient could be calculated.
The rotating velocity selector which they used is described
in their paper_ and will not not be discussed here. The numberof po-
tassium atoms in a given velocity range was found by passing the atoms
through the velocity selector and then having them impinge on a hot
filament. The atoms were ionized_ and the ion current was measured.
Surface ionization detectors appear to work well with the alka-
Ii metals. However, a mass spectrometer would have to be used as the
detector for the common gases such as oxygen, nltrogen_ and hydrogen.
The above procedure could be used to measure sticking coeffici-
ents by using a pulsed beam and velocity selector. Here, a group of
atoms or molecules of a given velocity would impinge upon a surface.
The rate at which these particles were reflected or desorbed by the
surface could be determined by recording the mass spectrometer output
as a function of time. This method would require a very sensitive mass
spectrometer since the number of particles in a pulsed beam would
probably be very small.
The concept of using some sort of detector to determine how much
adsorbate is being given off by the surface is really a method of side-
stepping the problems involved in a more direct approach 3 at least for
the sticking coefficient experiments. The more direct approach would
be to measure e as a function of time for the pulsed beam experiments,
or measure e as a function of beam intensity for continuous beam
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experiments. Unfortunately, accurate methods are not currently avail-
able for making this measurementat low _ values.
The use of infra-red absorption spectroscopy (50) might provide
a way of doing this. For example, a given adsorbate-adsorbent combina-
tion will absorb electromagnetic radiation of a given frequency. The
quantity absorbed is proportional to the numberof chemlsorption bonds
per unit surface area (or to e). Thus, if the technique is sensitive
enough_ it could be used to give values of e directly. This is an
area that appears to warrant investigation.
Appendix A
COMPOSITION OF THE ADSORBED LAYER
A convenient way of estimating the fraction of H 2 in the adsorb-
ed layer is by means of residence times. The residence time is the
length of time that an average particle spends on the surface before
being desorbed. For a steady state sltuation_
number of H2 molecules existing on the surface = nTTH2
where n is the beam intensity (molecules/cm2/sec)_ T is the sticking
coefficient for H2_ and TH2 is the residence time of an H2 molecule.
If_ for the moment 3 the desorption of H2 at step 3' of the reaction
equations is neglected 3 then each adsorbed molecule will dissociate
into two adsorbed atoms. Then_
number of H atoms existing on the surface = 2 nTT H
n_H 2
Fraction of H2 on the surface =
n_H 2 + 2 nyT H
i
I + 2T H
TH2
Methods for calculating the residence times of adsorbed species
on surfaces are given in Chapter 3 of de Boer (30). The residence time
equation can be derived by considering the probability that an adsorbed
particle has sufficient energy to break the ad.sorption bond. Energy
to break this bond is transmitted to the adatom through the vibrations
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of the adsorbent surface atoms. Thus, an adatom has a finite probabil-
ity of acquiring the desorption energy during each oscillation of the
adsorbate surface atom (or atoms) to which it is bonded, de Boer(30)
suggests the approximate residence time equation:
T = To exp (ZEH/RT).
where T is the residence time, To is the time required for one oscilla-
tion of an adsorbent surface atom_and AH is the heat of adsorption.
As discussed in Section 2.6.B_ the free energy of adsorption should be
used instead of the heat of adsorption. Thus_
T = TO exp (ZIF/RT)
In order to solve for the fraction of H2 on the surface, the
quantity TH/TH2 is required.
TH exp (£kFI/RT) i
- exp (ZIF2/RT) = exp_ (ZIFI - _F2) _
TH 2
The quantity to be calculated is
ZIF1 - ZIF2 = ZhH1 - Z_I2 - T(AS 1 - _S 2) - S(AT 1 - AT 2) (11
The physical meaning of the symbols used in the above equation
and in the remainder of this section are given below.
ZIFI = molar free energy change when gaseous H 2 at temperature T
is chemisorbed atomically at temperature T'
ZIF2 = molar free energy change when gaseous H2 at temperature T
is chemisorbed molecularly at temperature T'
£_i = molar heat of adsorption when gaseous H 2 at temperature T
is cbemisorbed atomically at temperature T'
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ZkH2 = molar heat of adsorption when gaseous H2 at temperature T
is chemlsorbed molecularly at temperature T'
ZhSI = molar entropy change when gaseous H 2 at temperature T is
chemisorbed atomically at temperature T'
_S 2 = molar entropy change when gaseous H2 at temperature T is
chemfsorbed molecularly at temperature T'
Sla = entropy of a mole of chemlsorbed atoms at temperature T'
S2a = entropy of a mole of chemisorbed molecules at temperature T'
Sg = entropy of a mole of gaseous H2 at temperature T w and pressure P
_T I = T I - T = _T 2
! ! ! !
The quantities _H I , Z_H2 , ghSI , Z_S2 are the same as the quantities
_HI, .... _$2, except that the changes denoted by the primed quantities
occur at constant temperature (Tt).
Returning to Eq. I, since _T I = _T2, the last term drops out. All
of the quantities involved are thermodynamic properties. Therefore_ we
can require that the chemlsorption process follow any path which we choose.
The following path will be _sed. The H2 is initially at room temperature
and a predetermined pressure. It is heated at constant volume to the
chemisorption temperature, and then chemisorbs isothermally.
The constant volume heating process is the same regardless of
whether the gas adsorbs as molecules or atoms. Therefore, the entropy
and enthalpy changes are the same in both cases (molecular or atomic
chemlsorptfon) for the heating process. Equation I thus becomes
AFI - ZiF2 = ZhHI' - _2' - T'(Z_S I' - ZhS2' )
i01
and the process being considered is an isothermal adsorption at tempera-
ture T'. The entropy changes for this process are shownschematically
in Fig. 27.
The quantities _I I' and f_H2' present no problem. Consider _HI'.
This is the case of hydrogen chemlsorbing on palladium as atoms. The
heat of chemisorption of H2 on Pd is given as about 30 kcal/mole_ at low
coverage (6). Since this value represents chemlsorptlon of two moles of
atoms_ the heat of chemlsorption per mole can be taken as half of this.
The heat of adsorption of molecular hydrogen should be of the
same order as heats of physical adsorption. Using the heat of vaporiza-
tion as the heat of adsorptlon(59)_ _2' = 0.215 kcal/mole.
Next consider the quantity _S I' - _S2'. This can be written as
2Sla - Sg - S2a + Sgj where the factor of 2 in the 2Sla term accounts
for the fact that a molecule adsorbs as two atoms. Consequently_
_BI - _2 = ZSla - _2a
The entropy term in Eq. i is seen to depend only upon the adsorbed
states.
The quantities Sla and S2a can be calculated by considering the
degrees of freedom of the adsorbate_ and then computing the entropy
associated with each degree of freedom. The adsorbed hydrogen will be
considered as a two dimensional gas in both cases. This is Justified
by the discussion in Section 2.1.0.
The adsorbed atomic hydrogen will have three degrees of free-
dom; two translations since it is considered as a two dimensional gas_
and one vibration perpendicular to the surface due to the adsorption
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bond. Adsorbed molecular hydrogen will have five degrees of freedom.
There will be two translations as in the atomic case, one vibration
perpendicular to the surface due to bonding, one internal vibration
due to bonding between the two atoms, and one rotation parallel to the
surface. The entropy calculations are shownin Appendix B. The result
is
2Sla - S2a = 3.93 cal/°K mole
Substituting values into the residence time ratio,
_H/TH2--exp _i _15,000-215)-1273(3.93)_ = 710
Therefore, fraction of H2 on the surface = 1/711 or 0.i4_.
The above calculation shows that the entropy term is significant
in this case_ although it does not dominate the equation.
H2 was desorbed at step 3' of the reaction equation (Section 3.2). Now
the effect of this desorption must be considered. In order to do this,
consider a hypothetical situation in which I00 hydrogen particles are
chemisorbed on a palladium surface. If no desorption occurs at step
3', the above calculations show that there will be 99.86 atoms and 0.14
molecules on the surface. Now assume that 50_ of the H 2 desorbs at
step 3'. This will reduce the H concentration to half its previous
value, with the H2 concentration remaining the same. For this case, the
chemlsorbed hydrogen will be 99.72_ atomic and 0.28_ molecular. Thus_
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the desorption at step 3' can be fairly large, but the adsorbed hydrogen
will still be almost all atomic.
If an H2 concentration of 5_ is arbitrarily selected as being
a level at which data comparisons will be sufficiently accurate, then
the desorption at step 3' can amountto about 95_. Experimental results
show that H2 concentrations as high as 5_ are doubtful_ as discussed
below.
The most direct evidence comesfrom the infra-red absorption
work of Pllskin and Eischens(50). Their results were discussed in Sec-
tion 2.4.B. No molecular adsorption was found when hydrogen and deu-
terium were chemisorbed on platinum. Due to the high surface tempera-
ture used in the present experiment, wewould expect to find even fewer
molecules. There is also some less convincing evidence available in
the literature. Whenhydrogen is chemisorbed on most transition metals_
the total amount of gas in a monolayer, counted in atoms, is generally
comparable to the total numberof atom sites available(75).
Appendix B
ENTROPY OF ADSORPTION
The entropy of atomic and molecular hydrogen adsorbed on pallad-
ium will be calculated in this appendix. The entropy contributions of
the various degrees of freedom will be calculated separately and then
added together to give the total entropy. Subscript 2 refers to molecu-
lar hydrogen, while subscript I refers to the atomic species.
Entropy of Adsorption of Molecular _drogen
H2 translational entropy
An expression for the molar translational entropy of a two di-
mensional perfect gas has been derived by Kemball (76).
$2 trans = R In(MTa) + 65.80
where R is the gas constant, M is the molecular weight, and a is the
area available to each molecule.
To evaluate a, Rideal and Swett _ii) used a value of 1.54 x 1015
sltes/cm 2 for nickel. A "site" is defined as the surface area required
by an adsorbed particle when a monolayer of gas has been adsorbed by
the surface. Thus, the number of sites per cm 2 is equal to the number
of adsorbed particles per cm 2 at monolayer coverage. The value used by
Rideal and Swett can be corrected for palladium by using the ratio of
the lattice parameters of Pd (3.88 _) and nickel (3.52 _)(23).
Pd sltes/cm 2 = (3.88/3.52)(1.54xi015) = 1.7x1015 sites/cm 2
I 0.589xi0 "15
Area per particle = =
(1.7 x lO15)e e
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where e is the fraction of sites that is occupied. Substituting values,
S2 trans = (1.99) in (2) (1273) ('589) (10-1#l = 11.6 - 4.58 log e
e
In order to get numerical entropy results, the value of e must
be estimated. Due to the high filament temperature and moderate pressures
used in the present experiments, it can be assumed that the fraction of
adsorption sites occupied will be small. A surface coverage of 0.i ap-
pears to be a reasonable estimate; therefore, this value will be used.
Then,
S2 trans = 16.18 cal/mole OK
_2 rotational entTopy
The rotational entropy of a diatomic gas can be found from an
expression given by Hill (18) . Since a dlatomlc gas has two degrees of
rotational freedom (rotation about the longitudinal axis is neglected)
adsorbed molecule will be half that of a gaseous molecule, assuming
that both are at the same temperature.
R In TI_ ]S2 rot =2 Ref. 18
where er is a "characteristic rotation temperature", and is defined by
h 2
er = where I is the moment of inertia, _ is the symmetry number
8_2ik '
which is 2 for hydrogen molecules, and e is the base of natural logarithms•
According to Hill (18), er = 85.4°K for H2. Substituting numerical values,
1.99
S2 rot - 2 r_1273)(2.72)7In L (2) (85.4) j = 2.99 cal/mole OK
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_.H2.vibrational entropy
The expression for vibrational entropy is also given by Hill (18) .
$2 vib -- R lexp (-_v/T) _ i - In E1 - exp (-@v/T
hv
where @v is the "characteristic temperature for vibration", and @v = k- ,
and V is the vibrational frequency.
H 2 has two modes of vibration, one between the atoms and one be-
tween the molecule and the chemisorblng surface. Consider the internal
vibration first. For this degree of freedom_ Hill (18) gives ev = 6210°K,
which corresponds to a frequency of 1.3x1014 cycles per second. Substi-
tuting values,
6210/1273
So _...... i ..4_ = 1.99 t_P °"'_'_-73) i
- in [i - exm(-6210/1273)]_
= 0.233 cal/mole OK
The second vibrational mode is due to bonding with the surface
(physical adsorption). Hill (78) states that v for the case of physical
adsorption is in the neighborhood of 1012 cycles per second. Using this
va lue,
h v _ (6.63)(10-27)(1012) = 0.0378
kT - (1.38)(10 -16 ) (1273)
Substituting into the vibrational entropy equation,
_ .0378$2 adsorption vib = 1.99 xp(.0378) -
= 8.55 cal/mole OK
1 - In B - exp(-.0378)]}
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Total entropy of adsorbed H2
The total entropy of adsorbed hydrogen is found by summing the
entropies due to the various degrees of freedom. Thus,
S2a = $2 trans + $2 rot + $2 internal vlb + S2 adsorption vlb
= 27.95 cal/mole OK
Entropy of Adsorption of Atomic Hydrogen
H translational entropy
KemballIs expression for the translational entropy of a two di-
mensional perfect gas will be used again. Substituting,
Sl trans -- 10.2 - 4.58 log e
The S 2 trans calculation was based on @ -- U.i. _ince we are now (J,ULL--
siderlng atomic adsorption, the equivalent condition is e = 0.2.
Sltrans = 13.41 cal/mole OK
H vibrational entropy
The calculation of this quantity will require assumptions. This
vibration is due to the chemisorptlon bond between hydrogen atoms and
the palladium surface. The strength of the bond lles between the bond
strengths of the two molecular vibrations discussed on the previous pages.
It would therefore be reasonable to expect that the vibrational frequency
of the atomic chemisorption bond should be somewhere between the two
vibrational frequencies calculated for molecular hydrogen.
method satisfies this.
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The following
The infra-red absorption spectrum for atomic hydrogen chemisorbed
on platinum has been determined by Pllskin and Eischens(50). Absorption
at a wavelength of 4.86 microns was attributed to the vibration of
atomic hydrogen. For lack of better data, it is assumedthat this wave-
length can be used for the vibrational absorption of the hydrogen-pallad-
ium system. The similarities betweenplatinum and palladium for hydrogen
chemisorption have been discussed in Section 2.4.B.
It is also assumedthat the vibrational motion of the hydrogen
atom is the sameas that of a harmonic oscillator. For this situation,
the frequency of the absorbed photons is the sameas the classical fre-
quency of the oscillator (65) . Thus,
c%).__k
light, and k is the wavelength of the absorbed energy.
V _
2.998xi08
4.86xi0 -6
-- 6.16xi013 cycles per second, and
h_y = (6.63) (10"27)(6.16) (!013 ) = 2.32
kT (I. 38) (10 "16) (1273)
Substituting this value into the vibrational entropy equation,
f_2._32
- In _ - exp(-2.32)7 _ = 2.53 cal/mole
Sl rib = 1.99 _xp(2.32)-I
oK
-j
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Total entropy of adsorbed H
The entropy of adsorbed atomic hydrogen is found by adding the
contributions of the various degrees of freedom. Thus_
Sla = SI trans + Sl vlb -- 13.41 + 2.53 = 15.94 cal/mole OK
Difference Between the Entropies of Adsorption of H and H 2
The quantity required in Appendix A is the difference between
the entropies of adsorption of H and H2. This quantity is
2Sla - S2a = 31.88 - 27.95 = 3.93 cal/mole OK
Appendix C
DISSOCIATION OF HYDROGEN
This calculation was performed to determine the beam source
temperature necessary for an atomic hydrogen beam. The degree of dis-
sociation of H2 will be found as a function of temperature and beam
pressure.
For a general chemical reaction in the gas phase,
VIA 1 + v2A 2_V3A 3 + v4A 4
The equilibrium constant is defined as
V3 V4
X 3 X4 v3+V4-vI-V 2
K(T) = p
v I v2
X 1 X 2
(Reference 79)
where X_ is the mole fraction and P is the total pressure.
For the reaction H2_2H ,
2
XH
K(T) = _ P
XH 2
(c-I)
It is now necessary to express the mole fractions in terms of
the degree of dissociation (_). Assume that we have no moles of H2 at
the start of a reaction. When the reaction has reached equilibrium,
no (l-c_) I-_ 2_
XH 2 = no(l-_ ) + 2no_ = I-_ and XH = i_
Substituting these values into Eq. C-I and rearranging,
II0
IIi
+ 4P
Values of K are given in Ref. 60. Substituting appropriate values
of K and P, the curves in Fig. 28 are obtained. These curves show that
almost complete dissociation will occur at a temperature of 2400°K_ pro-
vided the source pressure does not exceed about i0 -I torr. This tempera-
ture was therefore selected as the operating temperature for the atomic
beam.
Appendix D
OPERATING PRESSURES AND ORIFICE DIAMETER CF THE BEAM SOURCE
This appendix is a design calculation to determine the size of
the beam orifice and the required beam source pressures. A sketch of
the beam source and filament is shown below.
tungsten-rhenium tube---a__,"
Po
shield
-[
-%_____
palladium
fi lame nt
= pressure _- oho h==m =n,,v_=
d = diameter of the beam orifice
L = distance from the orifice to the filament
r = length of filament subtended by angle e
The results obtained from Ref. 17 show that an ambient hydrogen
pressure in the range of 10 -8 to 10 -5 tort is necessary to achieve the
desired response. The beam must produce this equivalent pressure.
The procedure used in these calculations is as follows:
I. Determine the number of molecules per square centimeter per
second which strike the filament in the required pressure range.
2. Equate this quantity to the beam flux density. This will yield
an expression relating Po, d_ and the required pressure (Pc)-
3. Determine numerical values of Po and d which will provide the
required equivalent pressure. This portion of the calculation is
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subject to the condition that free molecular flow exists in the region
of the orifice. The condition can be taken as k _ 10d_ where k is the
mean free path of a molecule.
4. Select a beam orifice size which can be machined and will give
the required flow densities. A small diameter is desirable since it is
necessary to maintain low pressure conditions downstream from the orifice.
The following equation given by Ramsey (13) applies to the equili-
brium system.
w
ne v e
N =
4
where N = no. of particles striking a unit area per unit time
ne = number density of molecules in a system at pressure Pe
and temperature Te
v--e = mean particle speed
Subscript e refers to "equivalent", i.e., these are the equivalent
conditions which the beam must produce.
Substituting the perfect gas equation, Pe _ nekTe
m
Pe Ve
4kT e
Ramsey (13) gives the beam flux as
dQ = _- nov o cos 0 A o
where dQ = molecular flow rate out of an aperture of area A o within
solid angle de, in direction e
Subscript o refers to conditions in the beam source. Since A o is the
orifice area_ it can be replaced by _d2/4. Also letting de = 2_ sine d0_
and substituting these values
no_oAo 7 el noVoAoQ = 2 sinO cosO dO - 4 sin201
o
where the integration limit 01 is shown on the sketch on the previous
page.
Thus, there are Q molecules per second impinging on an area
of _r 2. This area is at a distance L from the beam source, as shown
in the sketch. The average flux density at the plane of the filament
is therefore Q/_r 2.
From the sketch, r = L tan O 1
Equating this flux dens!ty to the number N previously used,
and making appropriate substitutions,
Pe _e no To d2 sin2 01
4k T_ - 16 L 2 tan2 @l
Po (_T_ I/2Next substitute no = kT--_and _ = , yielding
Po 4L2 tan2 el (too To 11/2
e_ = d 2 sin 2 01 _,_e]
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Figure 13 shows that L = 1.27 cm. The value of @1 can also be
found from this figure. The hole through the shield is 0.24 cm in dia-
meter, while the distance from the beam orifice to the shield is 0.49 cm.
Therefore,
@i = arc tan 1/4 = 14°
Substituting numerical values of L and e1
Po 6.9 (too To_ I/2
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Two cases must be considered; one for which the tungsten-rhenium
beam source is not heated (case I), and one for which it is (case 2).
Case i: T O = Te = 300°K mo = me = H 2 mass
Case 2: Te = 300°K T o = 2400°K m o = i/2m e = H mass
Po 13.8
p .2
-e Q
Next the condition for free molecule flow will be applied.
k> I0 d
Dushman and Lafferty
mean free path
(80) give the following expression for the
k TO
w_ _ Po 52
where 5 is the molecular diameter. This diameter can be taken as
2.5xi0 -8 cm for H2(80). Substituting this, and recalling that one torr
equals 1,333 dynes per cm2,
TO
k = 3.72 x 10 -5 -- Po expressed in torr
Po
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The condition for molecular flow thus becomes
10d < 3.72 x 10-5 T-_°
-- Po
Figure 29 shows a plot of Po vs Pe for three different orifice
diameters. The limit of molecular flow is also shown.
Selection of an orifice diameter depends upon several factors.
First_ of course, the required environments must be created. Second_
it is desirable to keep th_ orifice size small since a large orifice
will increase the pressure in the portion of the system downstream of
the beam source. Third, one must be able to drill the selected hole
size. Based upon these considerations_ an orifice diameter of .015 cm
was selected.
Appendix E
PRESSURE RELATIONSHIPS IN THE BEAM SOURCE
Comparisons between the effects of atomic and molecular hydro-
gen on palladium must be made at equivalent beam intensities if such
comparisons are to be valid. The beam intensity depends upon the pres-
sure at the beam source. Hydrogen pressure is measured at a point up-
stream of the beam source. Consequently, beam source pressure must be
determined as a function of measured pressure.
The system to be analyzed is shown below. Dimensions are in
centimeters.
_L o _
I
.0152 _ /
dia.
Tungsten-rhenlum
tube, .117 dia
L I
19
I
•159 dia
d I
"95ddia \ > I I
i. Flow Regime
The first problem is to find which flow regime prevails, i.e.,
Knudsen flow, transition (slip) flow, or Poisueille flow. We will start
by determining the maximum value of the beam source (Po) for which
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usable data can be acquired. This is determined by the diameter of the
source orifice. We must have molecular effusion_ consequently the con-
dition _ _> 10d is imposed, where _ is the mean free path of a gas parti-
cle at the source and d is the orifice diameter.
i kT
From Ref. 80, _ = F^_z_n _2 = _ _Po_2
where 8 is the molecular diameter. Dushman and Lafferty (80) give this
value as 2.5 x 10-8 cm. for H2. Substituting appropriate values_ and
recalling that i torr equals 1,333 dynes per cm 2,
= 3.72 x I0-5 T___
P
o
Po expressed in torr
The beam source will operate in two modes, hot and cold. The
lower value of _ will correspond to low T. Since this represents the
more stringent condition, let T equal 300°K. Then
I. 116 x 10 -2
Po
Po expressed in torr
Substituting the value of I0 d for k, the usable pressure range is
Po _ 7.333 x 10 -2 torr or 73 microns
The condition for Knudsen flow in a tube is usually taken as
_ 20a_ where a is the tube radius. Transition flow then exists until
_ 20a, after which Polseuille flow prevails.
Transition flow problems are usually solved from empirical data.
One such data set is found on Page 107 of Dushman and Lafferty (80) in
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which they tabulate values of a/_ and F/Ft, where F is the conductance
of a tube for Knudsen flow and Ft is the conductance for transition flow.
This data shows that the Knudsen flow range can be extended to a/_ _ I
with about a 5_ error. Taking advantage of thls_ the condition for
Knudsen flow in the tubes becomes
P < 1.116 x 10-2/a P expressed in torr
This equation shows that the limiting value of P is determined
by the tubing of largest radius. The sketch on the previous page shows
that this is d2. However, the pressure drop through this tube will be
shown to be negligible and will not be included in the overall pressure
drop. Using d I to determine the pressure limit,
P < 0.141 torr or 141 microns
It appears that _nudsen flow caLL b= u_=d for ...... J..... g_
The only restriction is that P2 must be less than 141 microns when Po
is equal to 73 microns. It turns out that this condition is met. There-
fore Knudsen flow equations will be used for the entire pressure range.
2. Knudsen Flow
The flow in the tungsten-rhenium tube is subject to variations
of temperature, pressure, and particle mass when the tube is heated. It
is assumed that this is the only region which has temperature and mass
gradients. The mass gradient is due to dissociation of molecular hydro-
gen.
Following the method outlined by Kennard (81) for Knudsen flow
in long tubes, we arrive at
N=_ --a 3 P
where N is the flow rate in particles per second, k is Boltzmann's
constant, a is the tube radius, p is the pressure, T is the absolute
temperature, and m is the mass of a gas particle.
This is equal to the flow through the beam orifice. According
to Ramsey (13), the orifice flow is
i
N = _ novoA o where subscript o refers to source conditions.
no = gas particle density = Po/kTo
v o = mean velocity =
Ao = hole area -
_d 2
A
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Equating the two values of N, making appropriate substitutions, and re-
arranging the resultant equation,
d P 3 d 2 Po
_x _ - 32 a3
By taking the location of the beam source orifice as x = 0_ we have the
boundary condition that
when x = 0, P_ m, T = Po, mo, To
Integrating,
p 3 d 2 x Po
_ = 32 a3_-To + A
Applying the boundary condition, A = Po
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Thus,
P
-_- 3d2x
Po =_+ i Equation E-I
The system sketch shows that three pressure drops must be found,
i.e., Po to PI' PI to P2' and P2 to Pg.
Po to PI
First consider the situation with the tube heated. For this
case, To = 2400°K and T I = 300°K. Appendix C shows that almost all of
the hydrogen is atomic at 2400°K while at 300°K it is almost all mo-
lecular. Therefore, let 2m o = m I . Substituting into Eq. E-l,
_2, °
Po 32 a 3
+ 1 where Lo is the tube length
Substituting appropriate values from the system sketch_
PI
--= 0.568
P
o
hot tube
For the cool tube, mo = mI and TO = T I
Thus,
PI
--= 1.136
P
o
cold tube
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PI to Pg
The two remaining pressure drops occur at constant temperature
and mass. The equations w_ll be rewritten in terms of AP, the pressure
drop between two points. Two cases must be considered. For a cold beam
source, the flow through the inlet tubes equals the particle flow through
the orifice. For the heated beam source, however, the tube flow is one
half the orifice flow because of molecular dissociation.
The flow in the tube, according to Kennard (81), is
N = 2_ a3 _ AP
3kTL
For the cold beam source, this is equal to the orifice flow given
on page 120. Substituting and rearranging,
1/2
PoL but m = m O and T _ To
Thus 3 d2 Po L
_P = cold source (E-2)
32 a 3
For the hot beam source, m = 2 mo and T = To/8
Thus 3 d2 Po L
_P = hot source (E-3)
128 a 3
To find the pressure drop from PI to P2' cold source, substitute
into Eq. E-2. The result is
P2 - PI _ 0.82 Po but Po = 0.88 PI
Therefore
P2
PI
- 1.72 cold source
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Following the same procedure with appropriate equations for the
hot source case (Equation E-3)
P2
--= 1.35
PI
hot source
The above procedure can be carried out once more to find the
pressure ratio between P2 and Pg. These results are
Pg 1.0013 cold source and Pg 1.0016
P2 = P2 =
The pressure drop from P2 to Pg may be neglected for the present
/
experiment.
Pressure Ratio
Combining the various pressure ratios_
Po cold - Po PI 1.96 Po hot = P_ Pq
= 0.771
Appendix F
.CURRENT FLOW DUE TO HYDROGEN IONIZED BY
THERMIONICALLY EMITTED ELECTRONS
Theelectrons emitted by the filament will arrive at the collec-
tor with an energy in the neighborhood of 190 electron volts per electron.
For the purposes of this calculation_ it is assumed that any of the
thermionlc electrons which collide with a hydrogen particle will cause
the hydrogen to ionize_ and the electron released by the ionization pro-
cess will travel to the collector. Thus_ ionization of hydrogen will
cause an increase in the measured thermionic emission current. The ef-
fect of this additional current will be calculated in this appendix.
The mean free path of an electron traveling through hydrogen can
be found by using the formula given by Dushman and Lafferty (80) .
kT
-
._ _ _2
where T is the hydrogen temperature, P is the hydrogen pressure_ and 5
is the collision diameter for a hydrogen-electron collision.
In order to keep this calculation on the conservative side_ the
operating conditions which yield a minimum value of k will be used. This
corresponds to low temperature_ high pressure_ and a high value of the
collision diameter. For molecular beam operation_ the temperature is
300°K. Hydrogen pressure will be taken as Pequivalent (see Section
4.3.B). A pressure of 10 -5 tort or I_333xI0 "5 dynes/cm 2 will be used
for the calculation. Dushman and Lafferty (80) state that 5 equals
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2.2xi0 -8 cm. for an H2-electron collision. Fite and Brackmann(82) show
that _ is larger for H2 than for H. Therefore, the value of 2.2xi0 -8
will be used.
Substituting values,
k = (I. 38) (I0 -16) (300)
•,,1440 cm.
_(1333) (10 -5) (2.2xi0-8) 2
The actual distance which a thermionic electron travels in the
experimental apparatus is 0.315 cm (see Fig. 13). Therefore, the frac-
tion of thermionic electrons which collide with hydrogen while traveling
from the filament to the collector can be estimated as the fraction
0.315/1440 or 2.19xI0 _4. Thus, the current due to ionization will be
(2.19xi0-6)_ of the thermionic emission current; a negligible quantity.
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Figure I. Schematic diagram of the variation in potential energy
with surface position (one dimensional).
/
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the charge distribution at a
metal surface.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the energies involved in thermlonlc
emission.
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the contact potential difference at a
metal to metal Junction. Metals a and b are dissimilar.
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Figure 5. Relationship between ionization potential and work function
which leads to a positively charged adsorbed layer.
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Surface potential of hydrogen on platinum during desorptlon;
curve, a, P = 4xlO -6 tort; curve b, P - 10 -9 tort. From
Rootsaert and van ReiJen, Ref. 27.
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Hydrogen isothern_ on dispersed palladium at O°C. The
percentages indicate the percent pallad£um by weight £n
the spec£men studied. From Reyerson and Solbakken, Ref. 53.
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Figure 8. Variation of potential energy acco=panying the reaction
A+BC_A_. From Glasstone, La£dler, and _rings Ref. 57.
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FLgure 11. Photograph of the leak system components 
whfch are external t o  the vacuum chamber. 
t 
Figure 12. The oven mounted in the vacuum chamber. 
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Figure 13. Physical arrangement of the oven, shield, filament, and
collector. Dimensions are in centimeters.
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Figure 14. Oven temperature vs. current input.

Figure 16.  Photograph of  the vacuum system, r ight  s i d e .  
14 2 
Figure 17 .  Photograph o f  the vacuum system, le f t  s i d e .  
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Figure 22. Schematic diagram of an adsorption potential well.
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Figure 23. The one dimensional lattice and the gas atom, from Zwanzlg_
Ref. 67. M and m are the masses of the gas atom and the
lattice atoms, while k is the lattice force constant. The
interaction potential shown is a truncated harmonic
oscillator potential.
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/
Critical kinetic energy for capture (Ec) as a function
of the force constant ratio, _ - k/k o. QL is the
binding energy of the homogeneous lattice. From
McCarroll and Ehrllch_ Ref. 70,
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Figure 25. Kinetic energy distribution in the atomic beam (2400 °).
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Figure 26.
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Kinetic energy distribution in the molecular beam (300°K).
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Figure 27. Entropy relationships for the chemisorption of atomic
and molecular hydrogen. Step I represents constant
volume heating, while step 2 represents isothermal
chemisorption.
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Figure 28. Degree of dissociation of hydrogen as a function of
temperature_ at various pressures.
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Figure 29.
- TORE
Equivalent beam pressure (Pe) as a function of beam source
pressure (Po) for various values of the beam source orifice
diameter.
